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FOREWORD

We are pleased to present the second annual Defense Energy Management
Plan (DEMP). The Department of Defense has made significant strides in
improving the management of defense energy resources since the first DEMP was
published last year. We have promulgated energy goals and objectives for
mobility operations and installation support to the year 2000 and have made
milestone accomplishments this past year in energy supply assurance and energy
conservation efforts. Most noteworthy successes fall into three broad, but
interrelated areas: energy program management; energy supply (assurance and
logistics); and energy conservation. The application of energy technology
compliments and contributes to each of these areas:

In Energy Program Management, we have:

- Issued energy goals and objectives to the year 2000;

- Undertaken a thorough short-term energy information improvement
program as well as a longer-term effort to enhance the worldwide
defense energy information system with data base management
capabilities;

- Completed the second annual energy management review of the energy
programs of the military departments and the Defense Logistics Agency;

- Completed the budget review for fiscal years 1981-1985 and
successfully obtained additional funding for energy programs;

- Developed the Ten-Year Department of Defense Building Energy Plan; and

- Revitalized the cooperative energy technology program with the
Department of Energy through a joint workshop and implemention of the
recommendations of the workforce under the aegis of a top level
DoD-DOE steering group.

In Energy Supply Assurance, we have:

-Developed with the Department of Energy the necessary regulations to
implement provisions of the Defense Production Act to assure
Department of Defense petroleum supply during periods of supply
disruption;

-Completed the Phase I development of the defense energy emergency
management system;

- Initiated actions to obtain domestically secure sources of petroleum
from Outer Continental Shelf royalty oil and Naval Petroleum Reservef protection;

- Simplified defense petroleum contracting procedures;



- Initiated quarterly meetings with the Deputy Administrator of the
Energy Regulatory Administration to discuss oil allocation issues;

- Published policy to manage more effectively bulk petroleum products,

storage, and distribution facilities;

- Undertaken an aggressive gasohol utilization program; and

- Rebuilt Department of Defense petroleum inventories.

In Energy Conservation, we have:

- Reduced energy consumption 6 percent in installations and 12 percent
in administrative use of motor gasoline for the 12-month period ending
March 31, 1980, as compared to the previous 12-month period;

- Reduced overall energy consumption in FY 1979 7 percent below the
FY 1975 energy conservation baseline through energy awareness and
education, use of aircraft, ship, and vehicle simulators, retrofit of
existing facilities, and better energy management practices;

- Initiated an energy incentives award program, and

- Published regulations to insure that energy is a major consideration

in major system acquisitions.

In spite of this tremendous progress, much remains to be done. Our
principal objective in the forthcoming year will be to complete the supply
assurance iniciatives we have undertaken. We will begin in October, 1980, to
obtain Outer Continental Shelf crude oil which we will exchange for military
petroleum products. We plan to expand our access to government -owned crude
oil thereafter as we gain experience and as more crude oil becomes available.
In early 1981 we will conduct a politico-military simulaton to test Defense

contractual improvements.
In addition, we intend to focus significant effort in the next year on

implementing the new Defense Energy Information System. This new system will
improve the timeliness, accuracy, and usefulness of DoD energy data for
evaluation and analytic purposes.

We sincerely hope that after a thorough analysis and study of this plan,
we may share your thoughts and recommendations. This plan will be updated

early in 1981, and we welcome any comments which you may have.
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I. Executive Summary

* A. Introduction

'The central purpose of the defense energy management program is to assure
that the armed farces of the United States have sufficient energy re-
sources to maintain the training, operational readiness, and the combat
capability of the strategic and tactical forces. This includes a broad
range of interrelated energy programs which include petroleum supply
assurance, energy self-sufficiency, and energy conservation and
efficiency.

United States national security objectives can be achieved only if we are
thoroughly prepared to meet essential military energy requirements. The
continuation of our ability to deter armed conflict, to produce modern
weapon systems, to maintain the readiness of our military forces, and to
support worldwide commitments on the seas, in the air, and on the ground,
depends on energy, most importantly liquid hydrocarbon fuels.

In the Department of Defense, we recognize the singular importance of
energy. The military forces depend entirely on mobility fuels to operate
aircraft, ships, and ground tactical and administrative equipment
throughout the world. Our energy program emphasizes the need to meet
mobility and facility energy requirements that are necessary to maintain
a high degree of readiness.

Energy contingency planning is fundamental to our nation's continued
national security. Our present deficiency of assured energy resources,
with which we are faced today, is the single surest threat that the
future poses to our security. Defense energy requirements, especially
for petroleum mobility fuels, are enormous. In wartime, or periods of
mobilization, they will probably increase threefold. In periods of
petroleum shortages, we may find ourselves in competition for available
fuel with the private sector. Periods of shortages are often periods of
high international tensions. This means that in periods of petroleum
shortages, we may have to increase the state of readiness--and hence,
fuel consumption. Furthermore, during periods of mobilization, defense
industry and transportation energy requirements may be equal to or
greater than purely military needs.

Defense energy emergency management plans are contained in the Defense
Energy Emergency Planning System (DEEMS) document (Appendix A). The
purpose of the DEEMS is to assure the availabilty of fuels to the De-
partment of Defense (DoD) during periods of supply disruptions. Also, in
each military service, commanders at all levels are responsible for the
development and maintenance of effective command energy programs. This
responsibility includes the requirement to develop base level energy
emergency plans. The DEEMS is far along in its development phase. We( will finalize it when current supply assurance initiatives, which we now
have underway, mature enough to be reflected in its final systemf specification.



Energy and national defense are inextricably intertwined. The mission of
the Department of Defense is clearly to be prepared to defend the country
successfully against foreign aggression. Combat readiness requires
prodigious amounts of energy. The Department of Defense is the largest
single user of energy in the nation. We account for nearly 2 percent of
the total national energy use and nearly 2.5 percent of United States
petroleum demand. In the federal government, we use 80 percent of all
federal energy and 90 percent of federal petroleum. Sixty percent of
this petroleum is for mobility operations. The critical and essential
nature of these petroleum mobility fuels can readily be appreciated.
Their use ensures the operational readiness of the armed forces in peace-
time, and in wartime the exercise and projection of military power
throughout the world.

Assured supplies of energy, particularly mobility fuels, are essential to
ensure our national defense. This is true in peacetime, in a time of
crisis, or when engaged in hostilities or general war. Meeting this goal
has become more difficult as our energy supply becomes less subject to
our control and more vulnerable to disruption. Our military capabilities
in any event, and in any given part of the world, depend totally on the
mobility of our weapons and support systems. As a result, we are in-
creasingly concerned that our reliance on liquid hydrocarbon fuels, for
now and in the foreseeable future, is based on the availability of
natural crude oil. The challenge of the defense energy management pro-
gram in the near and mid-term is to assure adequate fuels through supply
and conservation initiatives. For the longer term, we need to avail
ourselves of more secure, plentiful energy resources through tech-
nological advances.

Department of Defense policy is to ensure a supply of energy sufficient
to meet essential training requirements in peacetime and sustainability
requirements in wartime. Energy conservation is a significant part of
our effort to ensure defense energy supply. We realize that the cheapest
most immediately available energy is that which we already have, but have
avoided expending through increased efficiency and more stringent
controls. An equally significant element of defense energy policy is to
demonstrate the application and practicality of a wide variety of energy
conversion technologies to help reduce the DoD's reliance on scarce fuel
sources. Our energy technology initiatives include developing a cap-
ability to use synthetic mobility fuels in weapon systems, as well as
demonstrating the use of solar, fossil, and geothermal energy sources in
fixed facilities.

In summary, we have structured the defense energy program to reflect the
realities of the energy situation. The Defense Energy Management Plan
(DFMP) is the overall DoD energy management plan. It contains the DoD
energy goals and objectives and the narrative and quantitative descrip-
tions of the program elements that are designed to achieve the overall
goals and objectives. Defense energy goals and objectives have been
developed for mobility operations and installations. Within each of
these categories, goals have been established for energy supply and for
energy conservation and efficiency. The defense energy management pro-
gram is designed to achieve national energy goals and objectives which
the Congress and the President have mandated, as well as to achieve
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greater energy self-sufficiency, reduce energy costs, and ensure the
operational readiness of the strategic and tactical forces.

This plan serves several purposes. It covers the interrelated areas of
energy supply and energy conservation and efficiency. Assured energy
supply will provide the energy required to support mobility operations
and installations, and energy conservation and efficiency actions will
reduce energy consumption in mobility fuels and utility energy sources
that support installations.

This plan is organized to:

" Relate the defense energy program to the federal energy management
program,

" Describe the defense energy management organization and process,

" Outline the 1980 defense energy management priorities,

" Provide an overview of defense energy goals and objective programs for
energy supply and conservatiou,

o Publish the Defense Energy Emergency Management System, and

" Provide a directory of defense energy policy documents and principal
DoD energy officials.

This plan provides:

o Preliminary programming guidance to components several months i~n
advance of the formal consolidated guidance,

" The basis for the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Energy,
Environment and Safety) input to the Secretary of Defense consolidated
guidance for component program development for the forthcoming program
year,

" A baseline of information on overall DoD energy goals, progress, and
plans, and

" Compliance with the federal report requirements which the President
has established.

B. Defense Energy Management Scope

The Defense energy problem is essentially a microcosm of the national
energy problem. The DoD relies heavily on petroleum. In fact, petroleum
accounts for nearly 70 percent of defense energy consumption. It will
continue to become less available, and it will continue to be more ex-
pensive. In FY 1979 alone, the DoD used about 247 million barrels of oil
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equivalent at a cost of about five billion dollars. Of this energy con-
sumption, 170 million barrels was petroleum products. The other utility
energy sources used to support installations include:

o electricity,

o natural gas and propane/LPG,

o coal, and

o purchased steam and hot water.

Figure I-I depicts DoD energy consumption and cost for the past six
fiscal years and projects consumption and cost for each fiscal year
through fiscal year 1985.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND COSTS
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Figure I-I

Figure 1-2 shows Department of Defense energy reduction and cost
avoidance since 1975. It is estimated that cost avoidance will be
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
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Figure 1-2

approximately 600 million dollars in FY 1980 with the current reduction

in energy consumption.

C. Relationship to Federal Energy Management

The Defense energy management program is a major element of the overall
federal energy management program to reduce the federal government's
energy consumption. DoD's leadership in this effort has been clearly
demonstrated since the program's inception. Since FY 1975, the baseline
year used to measure energy conservation achievements, the DoD at the end
of FY 1979 had reduced its consumption about 7 percent. This reduction
equates to 18 millions of barrels of oil equivalent. Table I-1 shows the
types of fuels and their cost for FY 1979 as well as the percent consump-
tion reduction in each type of fuel over the FY 1975 baseline period.
Some of the efforts used to accomplish this reduction included:

o Energy awareness training and education,

o Use of simulators (aircraft, ships, and vehicles),

o Retrofit of existing facilities, and

o Better energy management practices.
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DoD energy consumption in relation to national and all other federal con-

sumption is depicted in Figure 1-3. Defense energy consumption, as a

percentage of overall federal energy consumption, does not include

defense-related industries. The energy consumption level for both DoD

and related industry amounts to about 5 percent of overall national

energy use. Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show DoD energy consumption and DoD

petroleum for 1979, respectively.
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II. Energy Management

A. General

The organization for effective energy management in DoD is decentralized.
It is, however, structured with the flexibility to ensure adequate
functional coordination. This organization is designed to handle not
only energy contingencies which require fast response, but also long-
range energy plans and programs.

B. Organization (See Figure II-i.)

1. Office of the Secretary of Defense

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Reserve Affairs,
and Logistics (ASD(MRA&L)) is the principal DoD energy official.

a. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Environ-
ment and Safety (DASD(EES)), who reports to the ASD(MRA&L),
develops overall DoD energy policy and is the focal point for
all DoD energy matters. The DASD(EES) chairs the Defense
Energy Policy Council for the ASD(MRA&L). The Director for
Energy Policy, under the DASD(EES), has responsibility for
policy formulation in matters of energy conservation, manage-
ment, supply, and technology applications.

b. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations and
Housing (DASD(I&H)), also a deputy to the ASD(MRA&L), provides
overall project management of the military construction
program. In this capacity, the DASD(I&H) is the focal point
for the Energy Conservation Investment Program (ECIP), a pro-
gram to conserve energy through the retrofit of existing
facilities, and has the responsibility for implementing all
MILCON related energy policies and programs. The DASD(I&H) is
represented on the Defense Energy Policy Council as well.

c. The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Advanced
Technology), who reports to the Under Secretary of Defense
(Research and Engineering), has management responsibility for
energy research and development programs.

d. The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Policy), who
also reports to the Under Secretary of Defense (Research and
Engineering), has management responsibility for conservation
retrofit programs at government-owned, contractor-operated
facilities, as well as for policies to alleviate defense con-
tractor energy shortages.

e. The Defense Energy Policy Council (DEPC), a senior level ad-
visory group, provides the ASD(MRA&L) with the means to co-
ordinate energy policy at the highest levels, as well as a
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mechanism to contribute valuable feedback on energy programs
and problems. Senior staff elements in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, designated special assistants for energy
matters of the military services, and principal energy managers
in the mititary services, Organization of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, Defense Logistics Agency and DOE representatives, as
appropriate, comptise the DEPC.

f. The Defense Energy Action Group (DEAG) is a working level group
which assists the Director for Energy Policy develop and coor-

dinate energy policy. Tle DEAG also recommends matters for
DEPC consideration. Its membership includes the military
services, the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
Defense Logistics Agency, and the Defense Fuel Supply Center.

g. Defense Energy Data Analysis Panel (DEDAP), which the Director
for Energy Policy chairs, is composed of representatives of
each DoD component concerned with the Defense Energy Informa-
tion System (DEIS), the DoD energy management information
system. The DEDAP reviews and recommends actions on problems or
policies that affect the flow of energy management information
in the DoD.

h. The Defense Energy Technology Policy Council (DETPC), a senior
level advisory group, provides the Deputy Under Secretary of
Defense (Research and Engineering) with the means to coor-
dinate, stimulate, and monitor energy related research and
development programs at the highest levels in DoD. Senior
staff elements of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
the military services comprise the DETPC.

i. The Defense Energy Technology Action Group (DETAG) is a working
level group which assists the Assistant for Research in the
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Research and
Advanced Technology) to formulate and coordinate energy tech-
nology initiatives. Its membership includes working level
staff elements of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
the military services.

2. Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

The Director of Logistics (J-4) of the Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) is the principal energy official of the OJCS.
He works with the unified and specified commands to assure that
their petroleum logistics requirements are met.

3. Military Services

Each military service has a special assistant for energy matters, as
well as an energy office to manage departmental energy programs and
take lead action, when assigned, in designated areas of interest to
all military departments. In all of the military services, com-
manders at all levels are responsible for the development and main-
tenance of effective command energy programs.
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4. Defense Logistics Agency

The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) has responsibility for integrated
material management of petroleum procurement, distribution, and
storage at the wholesale level. This management of bulk petroleum
is accomplished through a subordinate activity, the Defense Fuel
Supply Center. DLA also has an energy conservation officer to
manage the DLA energy conservation program. In addition, DLA is the
program manager and system operator for the Defense Energy Informa-
tion System.

Figure II-I outlines energy management responsibility in DoD.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY MANAGEMENT
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Figure II-1

5. Lead Service Responsibilities

The increased involvement of DoD in energy technologies to meet
mission requirements, to meet mandated and cost beneficial energy
conservation goals, and to provide DoD unique capabilities in sup-
port of the national energy programs, requires that DoD energy
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technology efforts be effectively managed and coordinated within and
without the DoD. Within the DoD, lead responsibilities have been

assigned to the military departments for energy technology applica-
tions. These responsibilities are outlined in Table II-1. Energy
technology cooperation and coordination between the DoD and the
Department of Energy (DOE) is addressed in Chapter IV. The military
departments assigned lead responsibilities will:

o Coordinate DOD activities,

o Develop plans, objectives, and implementation responsibili-
ties,

o Encourage emphasis through the DEPC,

o Promote efficient use of DOD resources,

o Sponsor the development of specifications, standards, and
other mechanisms to promote beneficial use of the tech-
nology, and

o Provide a mechanism for technology transfer.

C. Energy Management Process

I. Defense Energy Management Cycle (DEMC) (See Figure 11-2, 11-3, and
11-4.)

The DEMC is the heart of the energy management process. It ties
directly to the overall Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System
(PPBS) of the DoD. The DEMC integrates the annual DoD energy pro-
gram review, annual updates of DoD component energy plans, and
certain Presidential report requirements into the DoD's PPBS.

The cycle for the FY 1983 POM and budget began in May 1980 and ends
in January 1982 when the President submits the FY 1983 budget to
Congress.

The unique energy management aspects of this cycle are:

a. Energy Program Analysis

In May of each year, OSD and the-components, through the DEPC/
DEAG, conduct a formal energy program review. This review

analyzes:

o Progress made over the past fiscal year toward the achieve-
ment of energy goals and objectives,

o Impact of the most recent budget decisions on the program
plan,

o Component proposals in the new program objectives memo-
randum,
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LEAD SERVICE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

Army Navy Air Force

Photovoltaic energy - Geothermal energy - Multi/high effi-

system for terrestrial ciency aircraft

applications - Co-generation/total propulsion systems
energy systems

- Multifuel engine - Energy monitoring and - Collodial boiler

other than fixed wing control systems fuels
aircraft and ship
propulsion - Multifuel/high effi- - Fuel cells

ciency ship propul-
Solar heating and sion systems - Energy storage for

cooling systems mobile/portable

for buildings - Refuse derived fuels systems

- Computer programs to - Advanced technolo-

determine building gies to burn coal

energy characteristics in fixed facilities

- Wood-fired boilers - Wind energy

- Energy storage and
distribution systems
for fixed facilities

- Energy conserving
structures and con-
struction technology

- Advanced heating and
air conditioning
systems

- Advanced low head
hydro

- Nuclear power systems
for land-based
applications

- Electric vehicles

TABLE II-1
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o Newly mandated requirements and their impact,

o Changes that may be needed to goals and objectives, and

o Suggestions for additions or changes to the next Secretary
of Defense Consolidated Guidance.

The information developed at the annual energy program review are
reflected in a July revision to this plan.

b. DoD Ten Year Building Plan ard General Operations Plan

These two baseline plans covering the energy management aspects of
buildings (installations) and general operations (mobility) are
registered with the Federal Energy Management Program Office of the
DOE. The DoD Energy Management Plan (DEMP) provides an annual
update to both plans.

c. Component Energy Plans

Each military department updates its energy management plan in the
first quarter of each calendar year to reflect the latest budget
decisions. DoD submits these plans to DOE to update the overall DoD
10-year energy plan.

Figures 11-2, 11-3, and 11-4 outline the DEMC for the current program/budget
cycle.

2. Energy Policy Guidance

Defense energy policy guidance is issued in the following documents:

a. DoD Directives and Instructions

Major policy guidance of a permanent nature is promulgated
through the DoD directives system. Publication through the DoD
directives system assures wide distribution and is indexed in
the catalogue of DoD directives and instructions. As such, it
is accessible and retrievable throughout the Department of
Defense. DoD managers, not directly involved in energy program
management, but whom DoD energy management policies affect, are

reached primarily through this DoD-wide system. DoD directives
and instructions currently provide broad guidance, for example,
on petroleum management responsibilities and broad energy
conservation policies. See Appendix C for a complete list of
energy related directives and instructions.

b. Defense Energy Program Policy Memoranda

Policies directed primarily to the DoD energy management com-
munity, or which can be disseminated effectively without using
the more structured DOD directives system, are contained in
Defense Energy Program Policy Memoranda (DEPPMs). DEPPMs are
also used to issue very specific energy program management
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DEFENSE ENERGY MANAGEMENT CYCLE

1979 (1980 and 1981)

MAY 0 COMPONENTS SUBMIT POM '82
MAY/JUNE 9 OSO/COMPONENTS CONDUCT ENERGY PROGRAM REVIEW TO PLAN

FOR POM '83
JULY o OSD PUBLISHES REVISED DOD 10-YEAR ENERGY PLAN BASED ON

PROGRAM REVIEW
* OSD SUBMITS ANNUAL REPORT TO DOE. REPORT CONSISTS OF RE

VISED DOD ENERGY PLAN AND LATEST UPDATES OF COMPONENT
PLANS

o REVIEW OF POM '82 CONTINUES
AUGUST o SEC DEF DECISIONS ON POM '82
SEP o COMPUNENTS BEGIN WORK ON POM'83 BASED UPON REVISED DOD

PLAN AND POM '82 DECISIONS
OCT 0 COMPONENTS SUBMIT FY '82 BUDGET FOR OS/OMB REVIEW
OCT DEC o OSD/OMB REVIEW FY '82 BUDGETS

* OSD/EES INPUT TO CG FOR POM '82 BASED UPON REVISED DOD PLAN
AND POM '82 DECISIONS

* SEC DEF FINAL FY'82 BUDGET DECISIONS

1980

JAN 0 COMPONENTS UPDATE ENERGY PLANS BASED UPON POM AND
BUDGET DECISIONS

MAY 9 COMPONENTS SUBMIT POM '83
o OSO/COMPONENTS BEGIN CYCLE FOR POM '83 FOLLOWING THE

STEPS TAKEN FOR POM '83

Figure 11-2
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DEFENSE ENERGY MANAGEMENT CYCLE
FOR POM '83 AND FY '83 BUDGET

1980

MAY/JUNE 0 OSO/COMPONENTS CONDUCT ENERGY PROGRAM REVIEW
JULY* o OSD PUBLISHES REVISED 10-YEAR DOD ENERGY PLAN

BASED UPON PROGRAM REVIEW
SEP/OCT 0 COMPONENTS BEGIN WORK ON POM'83 BASED ON POM '82

DECISIONS AND REVISED 10-YEAR PLAN
NOV/DEC o OSD/EES INPUT INTO CG BASED UPON POM '82 DECISIONS

AND REVISED 10-YEAR DOD PLAN

1981

JAN 9 SEC DEF ISSUES CG
MAY o COMPONENTS SUBMIT POM '83
JUN-AUG o OSD REVIEW AND DECISIONS ON POM '83
AUG-SEP o COMPONENTS PREPARE FY '83 BUDGET BASED UPON POM

DEC!SIONS
OCT DEC 0 OSD/OMB REVIEW OF FY '83 BUDGET

1982

JAN 0 PRESIDENT SUBMITS FY '83 BUDGET TO CONGRESS
o COMPONENTS UPDATE ENERGY PLANS BASED UPON FY '83

POM AND BUDGET DECISIONS

*EACH JULY, THE REVISED 10-YEAR DOD PLAN, ALONG WITH THE MOST
RECENT UPDATES OF THE COMPONENT PLANS WILL BE SUBMITTED TO DOE
TO SATISFY THE ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENT OF E.O. 12003.

Figure 11-3
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guidance based upon more bcoadly written DoD directives and
instructions. Existing DEPPMs, for example, establish specific
energy goals and set forth a charter for management of the DOD
photovoltaic program office. Appendix C contains a current
list of DEPPMs.

3. Management Information

The Defense Energy Information System (DEIS) provides reliable
and objective energy information for all DoD activities to
responsible officials in OSD, JCS, military services, DLA and
theater commanders, eliminating duplicative energy data reporting
requirements. It consists of the DEIS I, Bulk Petroleum Product
Report, and the DEIS-II, Utility Energy Report.

" The DEIS-I provides information on inventory, consumption,
resupply, and sale of bulk petroleum products thoughout the
Department of Defense. It identifies all Defense Logistics
Agency owned petroleum products in transit (Military Sealift
Command (MSC) tankers).

" The DEIS-JI identifies inventory for coal, propane, and
liquified petroleum gas (LPG) only, and the consumption of
all utility energy (electricity, natural gas, propane, LPG,
coal, fuel oil, and purchased steam and hot water). It also
compares energy consumption with baseline consumption
periods to determine energy conservation achievements.

Figure 11-5 illustrates the types of data collected and displayed by
the DEIS.

The current DEIS is a batch process system that was implemented in
1973-1974. It is now being redesigned to incorporate data base
management, provide remote on-line access, and permit enhanced
policy and conservation performance analysis. New data elements,
related to utility energy consumption, will include square feet of
conditioned space, degree days, and several new energy sources.
Improvements will be implemented incrementally beginning in 1980.
Complete implementation is anticipated before the end of FY 1981.
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DEIS DATA

DEIS-I (PETROLEUM REPORT)

PRODUCTS DATA FIELDS SUMMARIES AND DISPLAYS

AVIATION GASOLINES INVENTORY REPORTING ACTIVITIES

JET FUELS CONSUMPTION MAJOR COMMANDS

MOTOR GASOLINES ISSUES MILITARY SERVICE

DISTILLATES RECEIPTS CINCs

RESIDUALS TRANSFERS STATES AND COUNTRIES

SALES TO NON-DOD CONUS AND WORLDWIDE

ACTIVITIES
PRODUCTS IN TRANSIT

DEIS-I (UTILITY REPORT)

ENERGY SOURCES DATA FIELDS SU1MARIES

ELECTRICITY INVENTORY (I.E., COAL, REPORTING ACTIVITIES

NATURAL GAS PROPANE/LPG) MAJOR COMMANDS

PROPANE/LPG CURRENT CONSUMPTION MILITARY SERVICE

HEATING FUEL BASELINE CONSUMPTION STATES AND COUNTRIES

COAL PERCENT CHANGE IN CONUS AND WORLDWIDE

STEAM AND HOT CONSUMPTION RATE

WATER

Figure 11-5
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III. Energy Management Program

It is the policy of the Department of Defense (DoD) to promote military
readiness through programs to assure energy supply, to become more energy ef-
ficient, reduce dependency on critical fuels, and increase the use of
alternative energy resources. The defense energy management program provides
the framework for the energy management program required to implement and
monitor this policy. The defense energy management program covers two broad
but interrelated areas:

" Energy supply for mobility operations and installation support, and

" Energy conservation and efficiency in mobility operations and instal-
lations support.

The application of energy technologies in these two areas will contribute
greatly to the goals and objectives of the entire energy management program
areas. Long range defense energy goals and objectives to the year 2000 have
been established for these program areas. The 1985 energy goals and ob-
jectives are outlined below. A list of the 1985-2000 goals have been issued
in Defense Energy Program Policy Memorandum 80-6 (Appendix B). These goals
and objectives will be used as guidelines to develop detailed plans and pro-
grams within the military departments that will allow the objectives to be
met. Attainment of the goals is directly dependent on budgetary support,
however. Resource requirements to achieve these defense energy goals and
objectives and resources programmed against these requirements for the current
five-year defense planning period is depicted in Table III-I.

For the most part the services have requested the required resources as
part of the POM minimum levei requests. The special pcograms listed contain
projects that demonstrate the application and practicality of a wide variety
of energy technology innovations for both mobility and conservation efforts.

Energy Management Priorities for 1980

The Department of Defense is dedicated to achieve the national energy
goals which the Congress and the President have mandated, to achieve as much
energy self-sufficiency as possible, and to reduce energy costs. To attain
these objectives, while ensuring the operational readiness of our forces, we
have divided our energy management program into four priorities for 1980:

1. Make DoD less vulnerable to supply disruption;

2. Implement energy conservation measures that will improve our energy
conservation performance;

f3. Pursue the challenge of transition from petroleum to synthetic fuel-,
and

4. Implement Joint DoD-DOE energy technology projects to help us to
reduce our reliance on scarce fuel sources.
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These energy management priorities for 1980 are based on our assessment
of energy programs to date, and the calculation of optimal means to achieve
our longer-term goals of energy self-sufficiency and cost reduction.

Energy Management Priority Group I

Energy supply assurance actions contained in this energy management
priority group are related to energy supply and procurement. They are de-
signed to lessen DoD's vulnerability to energy supply disruptions. Specific
actions will provide:

o The completion of policy and regulatory initiatives begun in 1979 to
provide prompt priority allocation to DoD of energy supplies during
periods of disruption,

o Revised policies and procedures to increase energy supply flexibility
such as simplified contracting procedures, innovative acquisitions
strategies, and fewer stockage constraints, and

" A DoD petroleum products stockage 'policy and a program to eliminate
tankage deficiencies.

Energy Management Priority Group II

Energy conservation emphasis in 1980 will provide:

o Comprehensive oversight of the entire DoD energy conservation program
to DoD energy managers, and

o Quantum improvements in the DoD energy data base, development of
measures of energy efficiency, measurement of progress against
Presidential and DoD energy conservation goals, and the correlation of
expenditures for energy conservation efforts to energy conservation
performance.

Energy conservation incentives will also be implemented to motivate DoD per-
sonnel to improve energy conservation performance. Incentive programs will be
designed to recognize and reward, through monetary and non-monetary means,

excellence in energy conservation and efficiency.

Energy Management Priority Group III

Through the Mobility Fuels Technology Program DoD must continue to pursue
the iong-term technological challenge of fuel transition from petroleum to
other liquid fuels from oil shale, coal, and tar sands.

The major thrusts of the DoD synfuels program are directed toward the

application and, when necessary, the development of specific technologies that

will enable DoD):

o To encourage, in cooperation with DOE, the commercialization of a
domestic synthetic fuels industry, capable of producing mobility fuels
for military use;
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o To utilize domestically produced synthetic fuels and alternate con-
ventional fuels in military mobile systems;

o To reduce overall energy use through efficiency improvements without
compromising flexibility, readiness, or performance;

o To dchieve an adequate degree of energy self-sufficiency for military
installations through reduced dependence on petroleum fuels; and

o To develop a family of military engine systems that are capable of
burning a broad range of both synthetic and conventional fuels.

DoD involvement through guaranteed government purchase of synthetic fuels
appears likely under most Congressional proposals. Actions undertaken in this
priority group include continued cooperation, coordination, and support for
the DoD mobility fuels RDT&E planning efforts and the consummation of a DoD-
DOE memorandum of understanding on synthetic mobility fuels.

DoD will also identify in 1980 the logistics impacts of synfuels on
distribution and storage facilities procedures to be able to develop a
logistic system action plan to accommodate the purchase, storage, and
distribution of synfuels when they become available.

Energy Management Priority Group IV

This priority group covers energy technology demonstration initiatives.

DoD will implement the joint DoD-DOE energy initiatives in 1980 which
were begun in 1979. Demonstration of a wide variety of energy conversion
technologies will help reduce DoD's reliance on scarce fuel sources and will
demonstrate to the nation their application and practicality. The demonstra-
tion activities at the three DoD "showcase" installations will be given high
priority. Actions will be undertaken in this priority group to identify
funding responsibilities for these initiatives.

The lead service management responsibilities for energy technology estab-
lished in DEPPM 78-6, October 2, 1978, will be strengthened in this priority
group through the issuance of a DoD instruction. The instruction will require
that adequate resources to carry out lead service assignments are identified
in military department programs and budgets.

A. Mobility Energy Goals and Objectives

The mission of the Department of Defense is clearly to be prepared to
defend successfully the country against foreign aggression. Combat
readiness requires prodigious amounts of energy. Our most basic policy,
therefore, is to ensure a supply of energy sufficient to meet essential
training requirements in peacetime and sustainability requirements in
wartime.

1. Mobility Energy Supply

Goal: Complete actions to assure access to petroleum supply through

codification of priort allocation procedures, innovative

acquisition policies, and secure crude streams.



To accomplish this goal the actions in Table 111-2 will be
comp leted.

Goal: Decrease storage deficiencies 10 percent as compared to
deficiencies which existed in FY 1980.

This goal includes the acquisition of newly built storage,
leased storage and storage which is out of service returned
for utilization. Figure Ill-I displays the total storage
requirement and the yearly objectives to decrease storage
deficiencies which exist in 1980. Recent authority to DLA
will help alleviate this problem.

Goal: Develop interim specifications for mobility fuels so that DoD
will be able to use commercially available fuels (petroleum
and non-petroleum derived).

Goal: Obtain one percent of mobility energy from non-petroleum
derived fuel and, as a part of this goal, increase the use of
gasohol to 25 percent of unleaded gasoline usage, y 1985.

It is anticipated that sufficient supplies of 'alcohol and
non-petroleum derived fuel will be available. DoD's planned
use of gasohol through the year 2000 is depicted by the
shaded areas in Figure 111-2. Mobility energy from' non-
petroleum derived fuels have centered on the use of methanol
and ethanol as partial or total replacement for petroleum
products.

Department of Defense policy is to comply fully with
Section 815 of the Public Law 96-107 which mandates that, to
the maximum extent feasible, and consistent with overall
defense needs and sound motor vehicle management practices,
the Department of Defense will enter into contracts, under
competitive bid, subject to appropriations, for the purchase
of domestically produced alcohol or alcohol-gasoline blends
that contain at least 10 percent domestically produced
alcohol for use in Department of Defense-owned or operated

motor vehicles.

We are conducting motor vehicle fleet tests and engine en-
durance tests at a number of installations to determine the
suitability of gasohol for use in all gasolIine- consuming
military equipment. While the Army is the lead military
department for conducting these tests, the Navy is also
conducting fleet tests at several locations.

Preliminary engine tests were completed in a joint effort
between the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and
Development Command (MERADCOM), Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and
the Department of Energy. In this program, the Army Fuels
and Lubricants Research Laboratory, San Antonio, Texas,
investigated the effects of alcohol fuels on spark ignition
engine wear. In December, 1979, MERADGOM also initiated
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PETROLEUM STORAGE REQUIREMENT
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OAPROJECTED DECREASED STORAGE DEFICIENCY TO ACHIEVE STORAGE OBJECTIVE
THROUGH PROGRAMMED CONSTRUCTION. CONV ERSION/MOOI FICA TION/R EH ABI LI TATION
AND LEASE ARRANGEMENTS.

®BPROJECTED DECREASED STORAGE DEFICIENCY TO ACHIEVE OPTIMUM LONGTERM
MIX OF OWNED/LEASED FiORGE, Il

administrative and tactical vehicle fleet tests involving 60
vehicles. Due to storage tank leaks that were identified in
February, 1980, most gasohol storage at M1ERADCOM was tempo-
rarily taken out of service. As an interim measure, t4ERADCOI
is using two tank trucks to supply this fleet with gasohol,
and tests are now in progress.

Tactical tleet tests are also in progress using M1-151 jeeps
and M-880 lI-, ton trucks. Four locations have been selected
for these tests, with 10 jeeps and 10 trucks using gasohol,
and 10 jeeps and 10 trucks using unleaded gasoline as control
vehicles at each location. The locations and the status of
the tests are as follows: Fort Belvoir, Virginia (start in
July, 1980), Fort Lewis, Washington (began in Jujne, 1980),
Fort McCoy, Wisconsin (start in July, 1980), arid Fort Polk,
Louisiana (tentative). When these tests are fully in pro-
gress, the Army will be testing a fleet of 80 tactical
vehicles using gasohol in varying climates around the United
States.

At the conclusion of its engine endurance and fleets tests in
September, 1981, the Army will have compiled detailed
technical information concerning the use of gasohol in
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USE OF GASOHOL
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Figure 111-2

administrative, support, and tactical vehicles. The data
will include:

o Stability of elastomeric and plastic materials, i.e.,
gaskets and metal alloys in engines using alcohol fuels,

o Compatibility of alcohol fuels in fuel storage, handling,
and distribution equipment, i.e., tanks and hoses,

o Effect of alcohol fuels on motor vehicle engine lubrica-
tion,

o Effect of alcohol fuels on support equipment, e.g.,
heaters, pumps, and fuel cells, and

o Effect of alcohol fuels on motor vehicle fuel efficiency,
i.e., miles per gallon and performance, i.e., starting,
idling, and acceleration.

Preliminary results of these tests indicate that the follow-
ing areas require additional attention:

o Leakage in gasohol pump metering and dispensing systems
due to dissolution of elastomers, e.g., o-rings and
gaskets,
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" Dissolution of motor vehicle fuel system elastomeric
components, e.g., accelerator pump cups,

" Increased incidence of fuel filter plugging due to dirt
loosening,

" Corrosion of aluminum alloy, magnesium alloy, and steel
engine components,

o Increased fuel pump wear, and

o Phase separation of alcohol from gasoline in colder
climates.

The Army's gasohol testing program is necessary to
demonstrate that gasohol may be used in tactical vehicles
having different gasoline usage patterns than administrative
vehicles. The Army has examined extensively test results
from the public sector and is closely coordinating its ef-
forts with the Department of Energy and private groups such
as the American Society for Testing and Materials, and the
Society of Automotive Engineers. Following successful corn-
pletion of these tests, we will report the effect of gasohiol
on tactical vehicles and combat readiness.

The Army test requirements for gasohol for 20 test tactical
vehicles each at Fort Belvoir, Fort McCoy, Fort Lewis, and
Fort Polk will total 10,000 gallons in FY 1980 and 10,000
gallons during the first quarter of FY 1981. If these test
results are positive, then all vehicles at these four instal-
lations will begin to use gasohol in the second quarter of FY
1981 . As a result, the gasohol requirements for these four
Army installations will total 4.2 million gallons in FY 1981.
As the Army develops data on its use of gasohol in tactical
and administrative vehicles under this test program, it is in
compliance with DoD policy to use gasohol while it is col-
lecting usage data of value to the DoD and the nation.

Several Navy installations have also been conducting fleet
tests using gasohol. Since May, 1979, the Public Works
Department of the Naval Weapons Support Center (NX4SC), Crane,
Indiana, has operated 26 security vehicles on gasohol out of
a fleet of 91 security vehicles. The purpose of these tests,
which were less rigorous than those currently being conducted
in the Army, was to gain operational experience with gasohol
in the areas of maintenance, fuel economy, and vehicle per-
formance. During this period NWSC used 75,000 gallons of
gasohol. Due to the good results obtained from those tests,
NWSC is now placing its entire fleet of 91 security vehicles,

7mainly pick-up trucks and station wagons, on gasohol. Based
partly on the experience at NWSC and on their own initiative,
the Naval Avionics Center, Indianapolis, Indiana, had also

placed all its vehicles on gasohol as early as January, 1980.
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As a result of its gasohol testing program, MERADCOM com-
pleted development of a purchase specification for gasohol
for use in administrative and support vehicles in February,
1980. Subsequently, the Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC),
Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia, has established three
National Stock Numbers (NSNs) for three grades of gasohol,
i.e., special, regular, and premium. DFSC started soliciting
for contracts for gasohol in April, 1980, to meet require-
ments.

The first geographical area being canvassed for gasohol
requirements is Region 7. This area comprises the Southwest
U.S., including California, Arizona, Nevada, and Utah.

The DFSC has identified a DoD gasohol requirement of three
million gallons in Region 7. In addition, other departments
and agencies have identified a one million gallon gasohol
requirement for Region 7. These include the Department of
the Interior, General Services Administration, U.S. Postal
Service, Department of Agriculture, and Department of Energy.
Although DFSC contracts for gasoline purchases for 22 other
federal departments and agencies, it is up to them, not DFSC,
to emphasize their use of and to develop requirements for
gasohol. The requirement for four million gallons of gasohol
represents 17 percent of DFSC's Region 7 unleaded gasoline
requirement. In addition, DFSC is awarding a contract for
350,000 gallons of gasohol in Region 3, to cover gasohol
requirements in Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware. The first
delivery of gasohol for Region 3 will take place in August,
1980, and for Region 7 in November, 1980.

In addition to DFSC's procurement program, the Army-Air Force
Exchange System and the Navy Resale and Services Support
Office have begun programs to procure gasohol for sale at
excha nge service stations when local conditions and economics
are favorable. It is also DoD policy for all military and
civilian Defense personnel to make use of gasohol to the
maximum extent practicable when traveling on official govern-
ment business in government automobiles and/or using
government-issued gasoline credit cards.

DoD is prepared to do its share to fulfill the will of the
Congress regarding the use of gasohol and to meet the
President's goal of replacing 10% of all unleaded gasoline
usage in the United States with gasohol by the end of 1981.
In summary, therefore, the Department intends to comply fully
with Section 815 of Public Law 96-107. Under our current
plans, we expect to procure gasohol for use in the
continental United States only. As such, the effect ot
gasohol on combat readiness is not directly an issue. As
HERAUCOM completes its gasohol tests , we will better
understand, and be prepared to remedy, anyv effect this fuel
has on the operation and maintenance of tactical vehicles.
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Goal: Initiate deeomn of concptua deigs for mobile sstems
not dependent on liquid hydrocarbons fuels.

The research and development program plan is being developed
to provide a structural framework to accomplish this goal.

2. Mobility Energy Conservation and Efficiency

Goal: Limit the use of energy in mobility operations to the FY 1975
level of consumption.

This goal and objective has thus far been attained as Figure
111-3 records. We anticipate that the 1985 goal will be met.

We plan to continue to limit operational energy consumption
to the 1975 consumption level through 1985. This goal pro-
vidIes our commanders an incentive to improve their effic-
iency. As fuel consumed per training hour decreases,
additional training can be provided, thus increasing the
proficiency of our forces. The FY 1979 increase reflects
Persian Gulf operations.



Examples of mobility energy conservation programs that in-
volve energy technology efforts include:

o Improved design and use of light weight, high strength
materials to enhance energy efficiency in weapon systems;

o Development of improved coatings for aircraft and ships to
reduce turbulence and drag;

" Use of a specially designed hull cleaning machine to clean
Navy ships while waterborne, rather than only during
periodic drydocking. This past year 150 ships were
cleaned and 250 are scheduled for cleaning this year.
Documented sea trials show that a 7.5 percent improvement
in overall consumption efficiency can b( achieved if
hulls, stationed in temperate waters, are cleaned in this
manner every 6 to 10 months. Figure 111-4 illustrates the
effectiveness of a hull maintenance program. The top line
shows the typical curve for fouling, where after 300 days
out of drydock shaft hgrsepower requirements have in-
creased by 20 percent from 4,000 to 4,800. Cyclical hull
cleaning, the interim solution, results in the sawtooth
curve with the related savings. The ultimate solution of
no fouling is indicated by a horizontal line.

o Application of thrust management procedures that promotes
wider use of reduced engine power in the operation of
aircraft, specifically during take-off climb; and

o Expansion of the use of training simulators.

FUEL SAVINGS DUE TO HULL CLEANING/OMP COATINGS

SHIP WI'HOUT CLEANING:
HULL CLEANINGI FLE-=7TWICE

ENET SAVINGS
'7 By FY 79W

-- $15M'/YR

~OATINGS:
CL FLEE"NVIOE

A NET SAVINGS
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HULL CLEANING

z40W0-
ASHIP WITH %0 FOULING

0 0 '0 0 0 3 400 Soo 50 700
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Goal: Improve aggregate fuel efficiency of operational equipment
(to include newly developed or repl3cement system) and
develop internal sub-goals needed to achieve overall
efficiency improvements. Develop and utilize methods to
measure these ener efficiency improvements appropriate to
the peculiarities of service/agency operations.

The DoD is committed to becoming more energy efficient as a
part of this commitment, DoD is now in the process of estab-

lishing measures of fuel efficiency for newly developed or
replacement operational equipment. The following goals have
been established for increasing operational efficiency
through the year 2000:

YEAR GOAL

FY 1990 Improve operational efficiency
5% compared to FY 1975 levels

FY 1995 Improve operational efficiency
10% compared to FY 1975 levels.

FY 2000 Improve operational efficiency
15% compared to FY 1975 levels.

In order to achieve these long-range goals, the timetable shown in Figure
111-5 has been established to assist in the development of the efficiency
standards that will form the basis for measurement.

TIMETABLE FOR DEVELOPING MOBILITY EFFICIENCY STANDARDS

TIME
FY 1980 FY 1981

MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR
OSD memo to
military De-
partments to V
establish
efficiency
standards
Draft of
efficiency V
standards
Review/
revise V
standards
Final DoD
efficiency V
standards

Figure 111-5
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These standards will be established for operational equipment, such as
the consumption rate measured in underway steaming hours (Barrel/hr) for ships
and flying hours (Barrel/hr) for aircraft. Other measures might include j
measure of the movement of cargo such as Barrel/ton mile, for example.

3. General Transportation

rable 111-3 shows the inventory of DoD owned motor vehicles as of
September 30, 1979, by type of vehicle. Total fleet consists of
139,576 vehicles worldwide with approximately 78 percent operating
in the U.S. Table 111-4 shows the worldwide inventory of sedans and
station wagons both owned and leased by DoD by class of vehicle.

INVENTORY OF DoD MOTOR VEHICLES AS OF

30 September 1979

TYPE OF VEHICLE DOMESTIC FOREIGN TOTAL

Sedans 15,754 4,588 20,342

Station Wagons 3,638 855 4,493

Ambulances 2,189 721 2,910

Buses 4,389 2,796 7,185

Trucks 83,404 21,242 104,646

TOTAL 109,374 30,202 139,576

% of Fleet 78.3% 21.7% 100%

TABLE 111-3

SEDAN/STATION WAGON INVENTORY AS OF
30 September 1979 - Worldwide

AUTOMOBILES STATION WAGONS
CLASS OWNED LEASED OWNED LEASED

Small 0 0 1 0

Subcompact 1,144 85 60 1

Compact 11,507 575 2,130 230

Midsize 5,059 48 1,471 14

Large 2,632 27 831 1

Limousine 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 20,342 735 4,493 246

TABLE 111-4
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DoD currently owns over 96 percent of its sedan and station wagon
fleet while 4 percent are leased. Table 111-5 also shows a break-
down for each class of DoD owned sedans as of September 30, 1979.
As can be seen, over 60 percent are compact or smaller and 87 per-
cent are mid-size or smaller.

INVENTORY OF DoD 0 7D SEDANS BY CLASS AS OF
30 September 1979 - Worldwide

SEDAN CLASSES

DEPARTMENT SMALL SUBCOMPACT COMPACT MIDSIZE LARGE TOTAL

Army 0 615 6,445 2,580 1,740 11,380

Navy 0 228 1,916 457 837 3,438

Air Force 0 7 1,564' 1,558 3,129

Other DoD 0 294 1,582 4b4 55 2,395

TOTAL 0 1,144 11,507 5,059 2,632 20,342

% of Fleet 0 5.6% 56.6% 24.8% 13.0% 100%

TABLE 111-5

DoD's goals regarding fuel consumption require the acquisition of
more fuel-efficient vehicles and a reduction in overall fuel con-
sumption. DoD guidelines for conservation of vehicle motor fuels
include:

o Acquisition of more energy-efficient vehicles

o Reduction of vehicle usage to a minimum

o Maintenance of vehicles for optimum performance

o Operation of vehicles in a fuel-efficient manner

The DoD General Transportation goals are:

Goal: Increase the use of electric and hybrid powered
administrative vehicle.
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It is the policy of DoD to increase the use of electric and
hybrid vehicles where appropriate to (10 so for administrative
purposes.

The recent DoD-DOE workshop on joint energy activities ad-
dressed the issue of providing hybrid power source powered
vehicles for fuel conservation and enhanced performance over
present electric vehicles. The objective of this ongoing
program is to develop hybrid sources for appropriate on and
off road vehicles and to conduct demonstration of properly
instrumented vehicles.

The expected benefits to DoD from such a program are power
plants for materials handling equipment and for base
vehicles. DOE receives similar benefits by having power
plants available for its Electric and Hybrid Vehicle program.
The priority rating given this DOE program indicates that it
is currently an ongoing program and that no changes in cur-
rent structure or funding are required.

One other topic was discugsed under this issue and it con-
cerned Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Demonstration (EHVD). The
scope of such a program would be the introduction of EHV's
into DoD fleets for practical use in lieu of petroleum fueled
vehicles, with the objective being to provide a reduced
requirements for imported petroleum in vehicles. The bene-
fits to DoD would be in savings of petroleum for more
critical uses. The benefits to DOE would be implementation
of a congressional mandate providing an alternative for the
nation. It was estimated that each demo in this program
would be a cost sharing, four-year endeavor. The priority
rating given this program indicates that high mutual interest
exists between the two agencies.

Goal: Exceed the statutory mileage standards in fleet average fuel
economy -for administrative vehicles y four miles per gallon
and insure that the procurement and acquisition of
administrative vehicles meet or exceed these standards for
the appropriate model year.

Procurement of new vehicles, commencing in FY 1978, is
governed by Executive Order 12003 and new vehicles must meet
average miles-per-gallon standard:

Fuel Economy Standard
Year (miles per gallon)

1978 20
1979 22
1980 24
1981 26
1982 28
1983 30
1984 31

1985 31.5
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Figure 111-6 shows fuel consumption for sedans and station wagons

which fall under the passenger vehicle acquisitions required 
by P.L.

94-163, Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975. The figure

shows both the fuel economy mileage standards and the fleet average

fuel economy. Based upon a replacement rate equal to 10 percent of

the current fleet, it is estimated that the fleet average fuel

economy will increase to 20.5 miles per gallon in 1985 from the 1978

average of 13.7 miles per gallon. The 10 percent replacement rate

target has been an extremely difficult target to achieve because of

continued funding restraints each program year. Further increase

will also continue during the latter half of the 1980's. However,

the exact nature of these will be determined by changes in the fuel

mileage standards that may be extended past 1985.

FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
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Figure 111-6

Goal: Reduce fuel consumption in administrative vehicles below the

FY 1975 consumption level.

2
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The following timetable has been established in reducing fuel
consumption in administrative vehicles: A 15 percent reduc-
tion by 1980 and a 20 percent reduction for 1990 and beyond.
Figure 111-7 shows fuel consumption in administrative
vehicles for FY 1975 through FY 1979. Since 1975, vigorous
conservation measures have reduced consumption by almost 15
percent.

FUEL CONSUMPTION IN
ADMINISTRATIVE VEHICLES
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I Figure 111-7

Because the existing fleet will not become significantly more
energy efficient by 1985, reductions in the upcoming five
years will be less pronounced.

B. Installation Energy Goals and Objectives

1. Installation Energy Supply

Installation energy consumption accounts for about 40 percent of
total energy consumption. DoD is committed to a comprehieisive
program structured to satisfy mission requirements w'hile applying
economic criteria, such as payback and cost/benefit analyses and
identifying and selecting new technologies and energy alternatives
which will make DoD more energy efficient in the installation energy

Sarea. 

1 1 1
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Goal: Achieve a reduction in the use of natural petroleum fuel
consumed in the on-base generation of utility energy from the
1975 level of consumption.

These reductions will be met according to the foilowing
timetable:

o a 30 percent reduction by FY 1985,

o 35 percent by 1990,

o 40 percent by 1995, and

o 45 percent by 2000.

This goal will be met through the use of non-petroleum fuels,
geothermal and renewable energy sources, and conservation
techniques. Figure 111-8 displays the past usage of heating
fuel (fuel oil) for installation support and shows the re-
duced usage required to meet the goals.

CONSUMPTION OF FUEL OIL
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Figure 111-8
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Goal: Obtain an increasing percentage of total energy from coal
(solid coal, coal liquids and coal gas), refuse derived fuels
and wood.

These increases in percentage of usage will be met according
to the following timetable:

o 10 percent of the total facility's on-base generation of
utility energy by fiscal year 1985,

o 15 percent by 1990,

o 20 percent by 1995, and

o 35 percent by 2000.

At present only solid coal is providing a significant amount
of energy in DoD. Figure 111-9 shows the total usage of
installation utility energy and of coal since 1975.

INSTALLATION ENERGY CONSUMPTION
FROM SOLID FUEL CONVERSION
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TOTAL CONSUMPTION
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* ONLY DATA FOR COAL IS SEING COLLECTED PRESENTLY,
OTHER SOURCES PqOVIOE NEGLIGIBLE AMOUNTS

Figure 111-9
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Table 111-6 shows the projects related to refuse derived
fuels and wood that are exper-ted to help meet the 1985 goal.
It is estimated that when these projects are all opera onal,
a total annual savings in petroleum of about 2.6 x 10 Btus
will be realized.

The United States has more energy available in coal than in
petroleum, natural gas, oil shale, and tar sands combined.
Nationwide energy shortages, together with the availability
of abundant coal reserves, makes the use of coal for heating,
as well as power genieration and synthetic fuels, vital to the
nation's total energy supply. There are over 800 military
installations in the continental United States, and these
have roughly 8,000 boiler plants. Forty-two installations
have some boiler plants that burn coal.

A total conversion to coal at our 800 installations would
cost several billions of dollars. Budget constraints simply
preclude a mass conversion program of this order of
magnitude. In 1980, DoD is converting or replacing six oil
burning and natural gas fired 'plants with coal burning
plants, however. We have also surveyed opportunities for
conversion of DoD heating plants from oil or natural gas to
coal and other solid fuels, such as refuse derived fuel and
wood. The results of the preliminary survey of the con-
version candidates indicate that we have 93 facilities which
have some potential for ultimate conversion to coal. We have
four projects -- Fairchild Air Force Base, Naval Amphibious
Base Little Creek, Fort Stewart, and Redstone Arsenal -- in
the FY 1981 military construction program. They represent a
total request of $36.2 million, or approximately one percent
of our military construction budget.

For some of our planned conversions, we are studying op-
portunities for the military departments to obtain temporary
air quality control variances from state environmental of-
fices to burn coal. This strategy will be used at installa-
tions which require minimal modification to burn coal
temporarily without additional, long lead time, and costly
pollution control equipment. One such installation is the
Quantico Marine Corps Development Education Center in
Virginia.

Under a separate program, we have been working with the
Department of Energy in a jointly sponsored program to
demonstrate new technologies for using coal at military
installations. Examples of the projects we are considering
include:

o Fluidized bed boilers in which coal is burned in a mixtureFiof air and limestone, resulting in the generation of
steam. Fluidized bed combustion has the potential to burn
coal more efficiently and economically than conventional
coal fired boilers with pollution control equipment. A
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fluidized bed boiler is being installed at the Great Lakes

Naval Training Center in Illinois.

o Gas turbines using low Btu gas produced from coal.

o Lignite fired boilers.

Goal: Obtain an increasing percentage of total installation energy
from geothermal and renewable -en-ergy sources usin the
following technology applications: geothermal heating and
electric, low head hydropower, solar heating and cooling,
solar electric, biomass (municipal solid waste, refuse-
derived waste fuels, and wood), wind, and ocean thermal.

These increases in percentage of usage will be met according
to the following timetable:

* I percent of the total facility's utility energy by fiscal
year 1985,

* 5 percent by 1990,

o 10 percent by 1995, and

* 20 percent by 2000.

In solar energy, we have actively pursued the solar option
under our military construction program and in federal pro-
grams that the Department of Energy manages. We currently
have 161 solar energy projects, totalling $59 million, in
various stages of operation, construction, o. design.
Thirty-four of these are operational projects that were the
result of our early efforts to utilize solar systems prior to
the passage of Public Law 95-356. Prior to the passage of
this legislation, we had not budgeted for the inclusion of
solar energy systems in our construction projects. Use of
the solar option was dependent on good bids on the basic
facility ia order to have sufficient funds to accomplish its
installation. The FY 1981 program was the first opportunity
we have had to budget for solar systems in our military
construction programs. This program has identified 30
projects in the Department of Army and 36 projects in the
Department of Navy which meet the cost effectiveness def-
inition contained in Public Law 96-175. The 66 Army and Navy
projects are estimated to cost about $12.8 million. The
Department of Air Force did not budget for solar energy in
the FY 1981 request because their studies had not reached a
point where reliable cost could be established. They have
identified approximately 40 candidate projects, however.

In addition, we are receiving $6.6 million for 41 projects
from the Department of Energy, under the Solar in Fedleral

Buildings Program. The purpose of this program is to assist
us in rapidly introducing solar heating and cooling systems
in defense facilities, to accelerate the commercialization of
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solar technology through federal demonstration, and to pro-
vide the federal government with reliability and maintain-
ability data on solar systems. Our projects are for passive
and active solar space heating, cooling, and hot water ap-
plication in a variety of facilities, including admin-
istrative centers, dormitories, family housing, shopping
centers, and launderettes.

We are also active in the Department of Energy's Federal
Photovoltaic Utilization Program (FPUP). The DoD has re-
ceived $2.8 million through FY 1979, to design, construct,
and install approximately 230 solar cell power systems at
defense installations. Applications included environmental
sensors, navigational aids, aviation aids, telecommunica-
tions, and intrusion detectors. Under the most recent FPUP

proposal solicitation, we were awarded $1.9 million for

photovoltaic systems for a control tower, an operations post,
an observation post, and a residential power system, as well
as four studies which will evaluate more photovoltaic mili-
tary applications. We have, now scheduled new proposals for
the next cycle of FPUP. These proposals are directed toward
the intermediate electric power grid connected market, in-
cluding: barracks, manufacturing facilities, hospitals,
PX's, office complexes, and schools.

In other energy sources available for meeting this aggressive
goal, we are exploring wind and geothermal:

o Operation of a 15 kilowatt wind energy conversion system
at F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming, and a one kilowatt vertical
axis wind turbine at the Air Force Academy; and

o Development of a large geothermal resource to produce
electricity at the China Lake Naval Weapons Center.

Table 111-7 shows the projects related to alternative energy
sources that are expected to help meet the 1985 goal. It is
estimated that when these projects are all operatilgal, a
total annual savings in petroleum of about 1.36 x 10- Btus
will be realized.

2. Energy Conservation and Efficiency

Energy conservation goals for installation utility consumption focus

on reducing consumption in new and existing buildings. Table 111-8
shows the DoD owned buildings and the square footage as of June
1979. Table 111-9 shows the types of fuel used for these buildings
and other facility energy consumption. This shows the fuel con-

sumption, the cost of that fael, and the reduction in fuel usage as
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FEDERAL AGENCY BUILDING INVENTORY

(B)

(A) Building/Space*

Building Categories Total Number Gross Square
of Buildings Feet (000's)

Hospitals 2,959 48,752
Prisons 298 2,151
Office Buildings 12,624 144,701

Schools 8,399 79,032
Other Institutional Buildings 9,683 51,768
Housing 196,522 765,293
Storage Buildings 53,042 392,593
Industrial Buildings 26,874 257,873
Service Buildings 32,423 251,078
Research & Development Building 6,276 55,221
Utility Buildings 16,511 20,014
All Other Buildings 30,738 60,263

TOTAL 395,349 2,128,739

Owned DoD buildings as of 6/79.

Source: Federal Energy Usage Report.

TABLE 111-8

compared to the baseline year FY 1975. The goals will be met
through the following programs:

" Energy engineering and analysis program (EEAP) to provide
operations and maintenance funds to analyze energy con-
sumption on DoD installations and identify cost effective

means to reduce consumption. The FY82-86 funding profile is
as follows: FY82 - $15,300,000; FY83 - $9,500,000;

FY84-FY86 - $0.

o Energy conservation investment program (ECIP) to provide
military construction funds for cost effective energy con-
servation projects on DoD installations. Total funding (POM
minimum, basic and enhanced levels) for ECIP for FY82-86 is:
FY82 - $291,700,000; FY83 - $286,900,000; FY84 - 1
$260,500,000; FY85 - $253,900,000; FY86 - $224,000,000.

o Energy conservation and management program (ECAM) to provide
procurement funds or funds from other appropriation accounts
for cost effective energy conservation projects in
government-owned, contractor-operated facilities. FY82-86
total funding for ECAM is programmed as follows: FY82 -

$33,160,000; FY83 - $35,560,000; FY84 - $39,660,000; FY85 -
$43,770,000; FY86 - $36,170,000.
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BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES ENERGY CONSUMPTION
AND COST BY FUEL TYPE

Changes to Fuel
Fuel Cost of Energy Consumption Data

Consumption Consumption** Reported From
Fuel Type FY 79 $(000's) FY 75

Electricity-.4WH 25,343,857 $ 978,272.9 - 3%

Fuel Oil-Gal 1,000,413 $ 542,223.8 -13%
tOO 's)

Natural Gas- 102,129,096 $ 246,131.1 -140
Cu. Ft. (000's)

LPG or Propane- 26,339 $ 8,454.8 -27%
6al 000's)

iCal-Short Tons 1,734,967 $ 56,750.8 -16%

Purchased Steam- 4,016 $ 19,919.4 +49%
Btu (Billions)

Other-Btu (Billions)

TOTAL-Btu (Billions) 587,218 $1,851,752.8 8%

Price for 1979 as specified in the Department of Energy's Usage Report,

p. 2, as follows:

1979 AVERAGE ENERGY PRICES

Fuel Type Unit 1979 Price

Electricity - (MWH) $38.60
Fuel Oil - (Gal) .542
Natural Gas - (000 Cu. Ft.) 2.41
LPG or Propane - (Gal) .321
Coal - (Short Ton) 32.71
Purchased Steam - (M Btu) 4.96
Auto Gasoline - (Gal) .798
Diesel & Petroleum

Distillate - (Gal) .539
Aviation Gasoline - (Gal) .625

Jet Fuel - (Gal) .449

Navy Special - (Gal) .405

Table 111-9
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o Reducing building temperatures during the heating season and

increasing building temperatures during the cooling season,

o Enhanced maintenance of mechanical equipment.

" Energy awareness and training programs to inform employees
how they can contribute to energy conservation, and

o Energy awareness programs and increased training of mainte-
nance personnel.

In addition, energy efficiency goals will be set (in cooperation with DOE
and the services) in fiscal year 1981. These efficiency goals, along
with the following programs, will increase the overall efficiency of
installation utility consumption.

o Retrofit existing facilities to improve heating, ventillating,
and air condition systems, insulation and weather stripping,
and relamping for greater enLergy efficiencies,

" Use energy management and control systems, and

" Consolidate activities wherever possible and practicable.

Specific goals have been set to increase energy conservation and ef-

ficiency. These goals are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Goal: Reduce energy usage in existing buildings per gross square foot
fm the 1975 baseline usage.

These reductions in percentage of usage will be met according to
the following timetable:

o 20% reduction of energy per square foot by fiscal year 1985,

o 30% by 1990, 35% by 1995, 2nd

o 40% by 2000.

Total energy usage for all DoD buildings and the total cumulative
area (square footage) for buildings have been calculated (or
estimated) to derive gross energy use per unit area, is displayed
in Figure 111-10. Figure 111-10 also shows the gross reduction in
building energy usage required to achieve the goal. The 1979
Btu/sq. f t. figure has been derived using the baseline square
footage. Square footage data is under revision with a maj or
analysis underway. We do niot anticipate a significant change as a
result of this effort. None the less, continued emphasis must be
directed toward reaching the utility energy reduction1 trend needed
to meet the 20 percent goal.
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ENERGY USAGE IN EXISTING BUILDINGS
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Figure III-10

Goal: Achieve a 45% reduction in energy usage for new buildings per

gross foot from the 1975 usage.

New buildings, scheduled for completion after November 8, 1978,

will be designed to achieve the 45% reduction. How this is

achieved is left to the military services and the defense
agencies, except that the final building design should be de-
termined from at least two alternative systems, one of which
includes a renewable energy system. The alternative systems will
be evaluated using the DOE/NBS LCC guidelines.

As indicated above, data at the level of detail needed to monitor

compliance with this goal is not available. (sing the overall BTU
per square foot in 1975 of 272,720 BTU/ FT , the new buildings
goal for 1985 is 153,846 BTU/FT

Goal: Energy reductions for industrial or production operations,

training, R&D, etc. should be expressed in terms of increased

y efficiency pr unit of production or other appropriate
productivity measure. Each service/agency should develop and
utilize methods to measure energy efficiency improvements
appropriate to the peculiarities of service/agency operations.
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The DoD is committed to becoming more efficient. As a part of
this commitment, DoD is now in the process of establishing
measures of energy efficiency. In addition DoD will establish a
timetable for meeting improvements in efficiency. Since each
service/agency has operations that differ and since energy con-
sumnption, for training and R&D especially, have not been con-
sidered on an energy efficiency basis in the past, the standards
developed initially may change. The standards will probably take
the form of such measures as number of Btu per production manhour
for aircraft overhauls or number of Btu per student trained for
electronic engineering training.

In order to achieve these long range goals the timetable in Figure
III-11 has been established by DoD to develop the efficiency
standards that will form the basis for measurement.

TIMETABLE FOR DEVELOPING
UTILITY EFFICIENCY STANDARDS

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

MEMO TO SERVICE
rO DISCUSS GOALI

DRAFT OF
EFFICIENCY STANDARDS I

REVIEW! REVISION

OF STANDARDS

FINAL EFFICIENCYI
STANDARDS AND
SCHEDULE FOR
MEETING STANDARDS

Figure III-11

Goal: Comply with the yearly retrofit requirements of the National
Eergy Conservation Policy Act (NECPA).

At present the services plan most energy conservation projects by
functional area ( such as insulation or lighting). These projects
(for example to improve the insulation of all housing on the base)
are believed to save more energy per dollar invested than projects
that would enhance all the energy systems in one building. Cur-
rently, however, overall energy savings cannot be attributed to
any specific project, nor to individual buildings, because:

o Less than 1% of DoD buildings are individually metered
and
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o It is impossible, even with individual metering, to
distinguish between savings achieved through improved
equipment, new materials, and modified operating pro-
cedures.

So that compliance with National Energy Policy Conservation Act (P.L.
95-619) retrofit requirements can be determined, each military service
and defense agency will retrofit existing, owned federal buildings to
make them life-cycle cost effective in accordance with the formula and
methodology developed by the National Bureau of Standards. Retrofits
will be planned on the basis of data derived from the preliminary energy
audit, technical surveys, and other appropriate material. Potential
projects will be evaluated for energy savings in comparison with esti-
mated cost to ensure effective expenditures. It is estimated that
retrofit costs will be about $5 per square foot.
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IV. Joint DoD-DOE Program Efforts

A. Introduction

Enhancing national security and achieving the energy goals of the United
States, both in peacetime and in times of national emergency, are impor-
tant to the nation and are serious joint responsibilities of the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Energy (DOE). .The general
conditions for DoD-DOE interactions were delineated in an October, 1978,
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that identified "two basic goals:
improving energy efficiency and availability within DoD, and utilizing
DoD and DOE expertise and facilities to carry out projects of mutual
interest."

There had been considerable interaction between DoD and DOE, including a
number of proposed joint initiatives, but a systematic and coordinated
approach for nurturing, maintaining, and expanding these relationships
has not been formally developed. A DoD-DOE Workshop on Joint Energy
Activities was held on March 10-12, 1980, to identify specific programs
for inclusion in an overall plan to implement the MOU and to deal with
fundamental issues and problems of maintaining and enhancing future
communications. This workshop was conducted under the aegis of a joint
DoD-DOE policy-level steering committee with the support of an action
level integrating group.

The workshop accomplished its goals, these being to:

o Improve communication among the appropriate key DoD and DOE personnel
at all levels and promote information exchange,

o Review ongoing and already proposed joint DoD and DOE programs,

o Initiate a coordinated, systematic effort to establish joint DoD-DOE
energy security programs, and

o Propose specific programs and projects of mutual interest for inclu-
sion in a follow-on joint implementation plan.

The general conclusions of the workshop were that:

o DOE can provide assistance to DoD in carrying out DoD's national
security responsibilities.

o DoD can assist DOE in carrying out its national energy responsi-
bilities.

) DOE can and will provide current information to DoD on options and
techniques that are ready for commercialization.

DOE will cooperate with DoD in the planning, execution and reporting
of their technology efforts.
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" DoD should provide the resources required for:

-- identifying its energy technology needs and supply requirements,

-- accomplishing the DoD segment of the DoD-DOE energy technologies
transfer function,

-- adapting energy technology to defense-peculiar needs and environ-
ments, and

-- developing energy technologies peculiar to defense needs.

o DoD and DOE should jointly seek support for large energy projects
that cannot be supported separately or jointly by existing budgets.

" DoD and DOE should form a comprehensive plan to interact on a contin-
uing basis.

A plan to implement recommended projects and interactions between DoD and
DOE is under development. Programs agreed upon at the workshop will be
assessed in terms of technical feasibility, costs, environmental and in-
stitutional acceptability, commercialization implications, national
fuel-availability goals, and timeliness vis-a-vis DoD and DOE needs. An
overall plan, including management structures, will be put together,
consistent with DoD and DOE technical and funding capabilities.

The workshop was structured into five working groups--Mobility Fuels,
Conservation, Fossil Fuels and Fixed Facilities, Solar and Renewable
Energy Sources, and Special Projects--with DoD and DOE co-chairmen for
each. The participants in these working groups identified issues and
discussed numerous possible joint activities.

B. Generic Issues

The workshop identified five issue areas that transcended the focus of
any single working group:

1. Substitution of Non-Petroleum Energy Sources for Oil In Federal

Facilities

By far the most sweeping program discussed during the workshop was
the proposed initiative for reducing the use of oil in Federal
facilities.

a. Federal Agencies Fucl Substitution Task (FAST)

The four working groups concerned with fixed facilities--Con-
servation, Fossil Fuels, Solar and Renewable Energy Sources,
and Special Projects--proposed the rapid implementation of a
new initiative to reduce DoD and other Federal facilities de-
pendency on oil (generally known as the "oil backout" program).
This would be accomplished through new legislative action that
would establish a major time-phased program to identify,
access, design, and implement the use of cogeneration, coal,
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and geothermal technologies to reduce oil consumption.
Specifically, the workshop proposal called for a four-phase,
six-year program, designated as the Federal Agencies Fuel Sub-
stitution Task (FAST), requiring an estimated $2 to $4 billion
in major facilities funding. The four phases are (1) site
studies ($2 to $10 million over the first year), (2) technology
development and design ($50 to $75 million during the second
year), (3) construction (during the third through fifth years)
and, (4) monitoring and evaluation ($1 to $2 million annually
on completion of construction). The proposed FAST implementa-
tion for 50 to 75 major DoD facilities has the potential of
backing-out more than 30,000 barrels of oil per day upon pro-
gram completion (6 years). Under this proposal, DOE would be
appropriated the funds under the President's National Energy
Plan III in April 1981. DOE would then transfer a portion of
the funds to DoD for engineering implementation of the plan.

The FAST proposal is an ambitious attempt to support goals of
national security and oil import reduction in combination with
efficiency improvements in power plant technologies. By estab-
lishing a separate program, this proposal would allow the
Federal government to, implement cost-effective fuel conversion
measures. Budget limitations impede the implementation of such
measures which are not included in the primary mission of
either department. In essence, the current decision process
for Federal investments places little value on projects that
require high front-end capital to allow out-year savings or on
projects that use abundant domestic resources in preference to
oil and gas. In addition to the direct savings that the pro-
gram would provide for the Federal budget, significant national
benefits would also result since replacing scarce or imported
fuels with abundant, domestic fuels can provide significant
economic as well as policy impact. As DoD uses 80 percent of
all federal energy (and 85 percent of all federal heating oil),
its identification as the initial target agency is beneficial
in terms of supporting these goals and could lead to a suc-
cessful oil backout program for all Federal agencies.

2. Institutional Issues

These issues center around organizational and structural problems
arising from the need to develop more effective methods of meeting
niational energy needs and requirements. With regard to funding re-
luests there is an urgent need for both Departments to send a common

message forward to both the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
and the Congress. In many areas, the DOE RD&D and DoD energy RDT&LE
efforts are not integrated. This appears to be based on incomplete
definition of the two Departments' missions in energy programs and
on differing definitions of what is a proven technology. Specifi-
cally, DOE has seen its main role as stimulating the private sector
rather than dealing directly with such issues as enhancing imple-
mentation of alternate energy sources in Federal facilities. Within
DoD, however, following Federal decision criteria has favored in-

vestments with low front-end costs (oil and gas) at the expense of

low life cycle costs in non-primary mission ventures.
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There is a need for a more effective financial and planning
structure for carrying out programs of mutual interest within the
national policy and goal framework. This issue was common to all
working groups and underlines the deficiency that has existed in the
past in the total planning and proposal process for Federal pro-
grams. Much of the discussion centered on this institutional
problem and several significant organizational and operational
strategies were suggested, for example, the FAST described above.
As part of the implementation planning process, options and recom-
mended approaches to resolve the basic issues will be developed.

3. Budgetary Issues

There is a need for better coordination of budget process activities
to more effectively coordinate budget submissions. This coordina-
tion should include specific provision for timely consultation and
interaction on budgetary items of common interest and agreement on
funding responsibilities for joint projects, at both the policy and
working levels.

It was further proposed that many of the energy proposals be sep-
arated from a Department's unique mission funding proposals. In the
case of DoD, this would remove the programs from direct competition
with other military construction programs. This "fencing off" of
funding should be based on the principles of energy mission support
and the national policy of substitution for scarce fuels.

4. Energy Technology Demonstration Centers

It was proposed that the energy conservation showcases, i.e., energy
technology demonstration centers, be continued by DoD to test and
evaluate innovative energy concepts. Each center would be a focal
point of energy expertise and a controlled, centralized demonstra-
tion test bed for data collection on a variety of integrated energy
technologies.. The availability of a carefully controlled environ-
ment and a facility that can allow for monitoring and documentation
of actual vs. theoretical savings to a system providing the energy
services when various alternatives are introduced is strong
justification for such an effort. This is especially true where
some immediate projects can serve as visible energy conservation
models and prove that the government is acting responsibly.

5. Interdepartmental Coordination Improvement

Rather than institutionalizing a new organization, the workshop pro-
posed that the workshop steering committee should become a joint
DoD-DOE steering committee for policy issues and that the action
level integrating committee be made a permanent group to implement
DOE-DoD cooperation.

C. Individual Working Group Findings

Each working group met in its entirety but also divided into individual
special topic groups to discuss a number of specific issues and to
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identify potential joint activities. Several of the subgroups held joint
meetings with subgroups of other working groups to discuss activities of
mutual interest. What follows is a summary of the salient findings of
each working group and indication of the joint activities agreed to in
the working groups. Further detail is provided in the report.

1. Mobility Fuels Working Group Findings

Over 60 percent of the energy needs of the DoD are in the form of
fuels for mobile equipment. Over 95 percent of these mobile equip-
ment fuels are middle distillate gas turbine and diesel fuels. The
DoD will be reliant on liquid hydrocarbon fuels for the foreseeable
future. The DoD, therefore, strongly supports all DOE efforts to
expand the domestic supply of mobility fuels, particularly middle
distillates. The DOE has the national responsibility for research,
development, demonstration and commercialization of technology for
fuels supply industry up to the stage of providing finished fuels,
as well as general responsibilities to develop a capability to
utilize the products of the mobility fuels in industry. The DoD has
a responsibility to test those fuels in mobility equipment and to
make its current and future requirements and sunply concerns for
mobility fuels known to the DOE. DOE will consider future DoD re-
quirements and concerns as high priority input to program planning
for development of the national mobility fuels supply base. Inter-
action will range from basic research, through development and
demonstration, to industry stimulation.

The principal issues identified were as follows:

o The national defense requires a coordinated, multifaceted,
time-phased plan for an assured supply of mobility fuels to the
armed forces, including specific provisions for petroleum al-
location to the Department of Defense during national
emergencies or energy shortages.

0 DoD will require 200,000 barrels of refined shale oil in 1980-
1983 for test and evaluation programs. This translates into
approximately 400,000 barrels of crude shale oil. DoD needs
assurance that the full program can be met.

o A critical issue at present is the need to develop a national
capability to produce small (batch) quantities of various types
of refined fuels of differing quantities from various sources to
satisfy these and later test programs.

o A similar problem will develop for liquid fuels derived from
coal. These fuels will become available in the late 1980s from
the large pilot plant facilities sponsored by the Fossil Energy

Division of DOE. Joint planning for DoD test requirements for
this fuel should begin immediately.

o There is a need for delineation of the relative roles of all the
government agencies active in engine systems/fuels development,
test, and evaluation to avoid duplication of effort and aid in
program coordination.
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0 Programs being conducted by several government agencies (DoD,
DOE, NASA, etc.) need to be coordinated.

2. Energy Conservation Working Group Findings

The Conservation Working Group divided into eight subgroups to focus
on specific issues, and recommended many joint activities ranging
across all aspects of the mobility and facility conservation areas.
These ranged from R&D through commercialization activities. The
eight subgroups and the activities identified in each were:

FACILITY SUBGROUPS

o Energy Conserving Structures - identified activities concerning
data banks, performance standards, research on occupant
behavior, and other areas.

" Energy Monitoring/Control Systems - found mutual interest in the
areas of algorithms for models and building performance, system
optimization studies and industrial applications.

" Cogeneration - identified the FAST program and the removal of
institutional constraints unique to Federal facilities.

o Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HfVAC) - found mutual
interest in planning and demonstrating new technology.

o Lighting - identified activities in the areas of technology
transfer and field demonstrations.

MOBILITY SUBGROUPS

o Portable Power Systems - identified the need for stimulated de-
velopment of advanced engines and fuel cells.

o Ground Mobile Systems - identified activities concerning the use
of smaller engines in a class of DoD vehicles and expanding the
DoD role in demonstrating electric and hybrid vehicles.

o Aircraft/Ship Systems - identified the need for a technology
transfer agreement between DoD and DOE, and the need to include
other Federal agencies in activities in this area.

3. Fossil Fuels for Fixed Facilities Working Group Findings

This working group, after agreeing on the need for increased coor-
dination of the exchange of technical expertise and information,
divided into three subgroups which addressed themselves as follows:

o The Federal Agencies Fuel Substitution subgroup devoted itself
to the FAST issues.

o The DoD Use of Emerging Technologies subgroup proposed a modest
but significant program of multiple unit purchases by DoD of dry
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scrubbers, atmospheric fluidized bed combustors, and coal-oil
mixtures technologies for DoD use in fixed facilities.

o The Special Joint Projects subgroup proposed several small com-
ponent projects for joint activity in the development and use of
merging and advanced technologies: fuel cells, Stirling and
diesel engines, fluidized bed combustors, advanced gas turbines.

In all, this group identified 26 separate activities.

4. Solar and Renewable Energy Sources (RES) Working Group Findings

The Solar/RES Working Group was divided into three subgroups--Solar,
Biomass, and OTEC/Wind/Photovoltaic/MX--in which a tentative list ot
joint activities were identified as follows:

" Solar - the highest priority activities were advanced heat en-
gine R&D, ceramic solar Stirling engine development, and SOLCHEM
I. Many other activities fell under the Solar in Federal
Buildings Program.

o Biomass - this area included all aspects of wood use, residue
collection, and the use of refuse derived fuel.

" OTEC - three activities; DoD manning of OTEC-1, as well as a
study of military applications and hybrid OTEC systems.

o Wind - the group proposed studies of interference with military
communications or radar, and installation of a 400 kw wind gen-
erator.

o Photovoltaics - several activities, most of which are directly
applicable to the Federal Photovoltaic Utilization Program.

o MX/RES - continuation of the current joint DoD-DOE effort.

In all, some 57 activities were discussed. Program initiatives were
grouped into three basic areas for evaluation. One for proven
technology programs for which funding was the-basic need; the second
for joint initiatives that reflect technology needs supporting both
departments' missions as well as the national policy for oil black-
out; and the third for mutual study programs.

5. Special Projects Working Group Findings

The following items were discussed in the Special Projects Working
Group:

" In the area of small-scale hydropower, DoD and DOE agreed that
on-going information exchanges are appropriate and adequate.

" In the area of geothermal, the departments agreed that some DOE
assistance to DoD in reservoir confirmation demonstration is
appropriate but extensive assistance will require a separate DoD
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budget item. In all, eight joint activities were discussed in
this subgroup.

0 In the area of energy storage, the Departments agreed that
opportunities exist to share each other's test facilities for
research, development, and demonstration projects. Eight joint
activities were also discussed in this subgroup.

D. General Conclusions

two distinct sets of proposals emerged from the workshop:

One set is a readily implementable modest program of joint activities
as described in "Individual Working Group Findings.' j

o The other set is a number of major "system-side" proposals in the
Government-wide implications that require significant evaluation and
coordination before they can be implemented (at least one of these
proposals--FAST--may require new legislative action).

Overall, the workshop was very successful. DoD and DOE have crossed a
major threshold in communication and understanding of each Department's
capabilities, limitations and interests in the energy area. A sound base
for continued planning and coordination has been established.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

A. Background

The purpose of the defense energy emergency management system (DEEMS) is

to issure the availability of fuels to the Department of Defense (DoD) during

periods of energy supply disruptions. This plan completes Phase I of the 1979

DoD program to achieve its number one defense energy management priority, fuel

supply assurance. Defense Energy Program Policy Memorandum No. 79-5 promul-

gated the work plan which required the development of this document. Phase II1

of this one-year effort began in June 1979. We will continue to work with the

Department of Energy (DOE) to further develop the DEEMS as necessary and to

publish the regulations, policies, and at a minimum, identify those inter-

agency agreements which will be necessary to activate the measures needed to

,leaf with fuel disruptions.

The DoD is, overwhelmingly, the largest single user of energy in the

federal government, accounting for 80 percent of all federal energy use. The

DoD represents about 2 percent of the United States' total energy demand and

about 2.5 percent of its petroleum demand. With an annual energy bill which

will approach $9 billion in 1980, the DoD must effectively and efficiently

manage its energy resources.

The DoD concern for efficient consumption and reduced energy costs, while

important, must remain secondary to the operational readiness of the strategic

aind tactical forces. Military operational readiness is contingent upon an

aissured fuel supply. Military forces depend entirely on petroleum to operate

their equipment throughout the world. Readiness requires that the weapon

systems and support equipment be operated sufficiently to provide adequate
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individual and unit training. Readiness also involves preparedness to deploy

combat personnel and their weapon systems to trouble spots throughout the

world and to perform transportation and supply missions as well. Denial of

petroleum products would cripple the readiness capability. The military

installations and facilities that support the deployed forces depend on a

variety of fuels--petroleum, natural gas, propane/LPG, electricity, coal,

purchased steam and hot water, to train and house people, and manufacture,

repair, and store military equipment. These are all essential readiness

activities. Fuel disruptions that affect military facilities in the United

States can disable and cripple our forces which operate throughout the world.

Energy supply disruptions can, as history has already demonstrated,

differ as to the fuel(s) involved, severity, duration, locaLion, and impact on

the DoD. The petroleum supply problems experienced in 1979 have followed a

very lengthy coal strike in 1978 and widespread natural gas shortages in 1977.

There is every reason to believe that the recent past portends the near and

mid-term future and that a variety of different energy crises should be

anticipated.

The objective of the DEEMS, then, is to provide, in a structured, organ-

ized manner, the ground rules and mechanisms to deal with the range of likely

future fuel disruptions that will almost certainly arise.

B. Summary

The DEEMS is patterned after the Department of Energy's (DOE) Energy

Emergency Planning Guide, which the DOE Economic Regulatory Administration

published in November 1977. We have altered the format somewhat to be able to

address supply problems of all energy resources for any level of supply

description. The DEEMS resembles the DOE planning guide because its format

andi structure are logical and straight forward.
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Each chapter that follows presents one element of DEEMS in a building

block approach:

* Chapter 11 - Situation Monitoring, outlines the system under
which we will evaluate the energy supply situation and
emerging energy crises. It provides for the development and
exchange of information within the DoD, and with DOE, that
is the essential first step to identifying to deal with a
fuel supply disruption.

* Chanter III - Disruption Scenarios, explains the range of
scenarios we consider. It contains guidelines to apply
specific disruption information, i.e., fuel type, severity,
etc., to identify the current DEEMS scenario.

o Chapter IV - Strategies, combines the disruption scenarios
described in Chapter III, with selected management and
regulatory actions. These actions are indexed in Chapter V.
The result is a step-by-step sequence of measures to deal
with the various disruption situations.

o Chapter V - Inventory of Management and Regulatory Actions,
lists the universe of management and regulatory actions
which DoD or DOE could take to deal with a disruption situ-
ation. The list is indexed to detailed strategies for each
action in the preceding chapter.

o Chapter VI - Procedures to Implement Strategies, details
responsibilities, authorities and criteria to implement the
actions recommended in Chapter V. Each action is indexed to
the scenario(s) to which it applies.

* Appendices, will be added as necessary to provide copies of
laws, regulations, report formats or other useful material
as appropriate.
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CHAPTER 11: Situation Monitoring

DoD must actively monitor world and energy related events to detect

situations which may affect DoD's supplies of fuels. This chapter describes

the way in which the monitoring should be performed. Two forms of event and

trend monitoring are necessary. The first will monitor world events and

energy conditions to forecast possible broad trends, such as strikes, politi-

cal actions, etc. This process is akin to the intelligence gathering pro-

cesses already in existence. It will necessitate the use of military,

political, sociological, economic, intelligence, and technological analyses.

The second form will be more closely related to projections of future fuels

supply and demand and will tend to be more quantitative. The overall process

to be used consists of going progressively from broad energy related con-

ditions to conditions specific to DoD.

Figure I is a schematic of the process which DoD will use to monitor

conditions and to detect potential energy shortages or crises. The first

stage of the process consists of the collection and digestion of information

from various sources. This information will then be analyzed to determine if

there are related world or national energy implications. If the answer is no,

no further analysis is needed and the process may be adjourned. If the answer

is yes, the analysis will proceed to determine which specific fuel types will

possibly be affected. The fuel types will be identified together with the

projected magnitude of shortages and/or price increases. The duration and time

frame of the shortages or price increases will be identified as well as the

geographic impact, i.e., whether it will have a national, regional, or local
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effect. From these findings, DoD will then move on to determine the general

impact of these world or national changes on DoD's energy situation. Thus,

the findings will be used to determine if there will be a DoD fuel crisis or

if extra DoD expenditures will be required for fuel. Determinations will be

made on readiness impact which the changing conditions will have, the duration

and timing which will be associated with the changing conditions and any other

features of the situation as they affect DoD. These findings will then be

used in the next step of the process to determine which actions if any, DoD

should take. This part of the process is discussed in the next section of the

report.

The matrix shown in Figure 2 depicts the technique to be used to evaluate

both world and DoD energy conditions. A conscious evaluation will be made for

each of the dimensions specified along the left side of the figure and an

evaluation made about whether the current condition of that dimension will

impact any fuels. This matrix will be completed at each intersection or left

blank as appropriate. Unusual conditions will be noted at the appropriate

intersection. Worldwide energy conditions may be such that a number of the

intersections will be filled in, however, it is not necessary that a comment

at one of the intersections implies that there will necessarily be any impact

on DoD which will require action. Further, it is possible that there will be

impacts on DoD which will be noted at the intersections; however, DoD action

may not be necessary.

Although DoD will take the initiative to develop and control its energy

monitoring and analysis capability, DoD will make the maximum use of the many

energy monitoring and analytical tools already in existence.
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The more important of these sources are identified in Table 1. For this

reason OSD should make formal approaches to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the

Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Council, and the Department

of Energy to ascertain the degree to which formal monitoring and evaluation

processes already exist. It is, for example, our understanding that the CIA

already are engaged in a monitoring and evaluation process within the Office

of Economic Research, as is the Department of Energy's Assistant Secretary for

International Affairs.

A formal exception reporting process will be initiated such that DFSC and

each of the military services will be required to report evidence of existing

or emerging energy shortages or price trends as they detect them.

Reports from the Department of Energy's Energy Emergency Management

Information System (EEMIS) and each of EIA's short-term forecast models will

be incorporated formally in the information to be gathered.

OSD will perform a continual and formal review and synthesis of the

information available from the above mentioned sources and from other sources

and provide a determination when crisis management action for specific fuels

is necessary. At the beginning of each month, OSD will issue a prediction of

the energy crises that it perceives as being imminent (either long or short

term) and will identify the thresholds at which actions will occur and the

actions that will be taken.

In each case, where OSD makes a determination that action is necessary,

it will identify the fuels that will be affected, estimate the time period

over which they believe the problem will exist, and identify the geographic

region or regions to which they think the crisis will be limited. DoD will

then take the appropriate management action.

A
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CHAPTER III: Ilisruptioi Scenarios

A. Explanation of Disruption Scenarios

Fuel shortages can differ as to:

-- Fuels affected,

-- Amount of shortfall,

-- Geographical extent,

-- Duration, and

-- Impact on operational readiness.

The scenarios in this section are designed to reflect each of these

factors. There is one scenario for each major fuel--petroleum, natural gas,

coal, and electricity. The scenarios are divided into four phases. Phase I

is a pre-shortage planning phase. The next three phases reflect increasing

degrees of severity.

Management and regulatory actions that DoD or others should take are

listed in Chapter IV, identified for each phase in Chapter V, and indexed to

detailed descriptions in Chapter VI.

We have modified the DOE definitions and response actions that are con-

tained in the DOE Energy Emergency Planning Guide, dated November 1977 for

more direct DoD application.

A shortage of one fuel will often lead to increased demand, and hence,

some shortages of other fuels. If a severe petroleum shortage causes some

degree of shortage in, for example, natural gas and electricity, these second-

ary impacts should be identified in the situation monitoring activities re-

quired in each scenario. To deal with these secondary impacts, follow the

steps indicated for the appropriate phase of the specific fuel involved.
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B. Explanation of Shortage Phases

The table below defines, in general terms, each phase:

Phase

Indicator I II III IV

Shortfall/Extent:1 /  UNK <1O/L or <5W >IO/L or >5/W >10/W

Expected Duration: UNK <30 days Indef. Indef.

Readiness Impact:
2 1

-- Mobility Opns. 0 <10/L or <5/W >1O/L or >5/W >10/W

-- Facility Opns. Minor <20/L or 20/1 or 1OW >20/W
<10/W

NOTES:

1Shortfall is expressed as the percent shortage of fuel to the general
economy. DOE will identify this level. Extent is the geographical scope of
the problem. "L" means localized, that is, affecting DoD at one or a few
specific locations. "W" means widespread, or a shortage that is common to a
large area such as the United States or geographical regions of it.

HENCE: 10/L medns a 10 percent shortfall in one or several specific
locations. 1O/W means a 10 percent shortfall throughout, for example,
the East and Gulf Coast.

2Readiness impact is expressed the same as total shortfall, above. The
readiness impact is DoD's measurement of the impact a fuel shortage is having
on military activities. The percentage impact is against:

-- Planned operational tempos for mobility activites, and

-- Projected consumption for facilities.

The impact indicators for each phase in the table should be used as a
guideline, not a firm rule. For example, the responses to deal with Phase II
impacts will be adequate if the disruption is known to be one of short dur-
ation. As soon as it appears that the shortage could continue indefinitely,
escalation to Phase II may be in order. Similarly, the cause of the dis-
ruption, and world conditions may dictate actions that are more severe than
current shortfalls or readiness impacts would dictate. Response should be
flexible depending upon the situation. For example, the response to a pet-
roleum shortage which results from a refinery workers strike in the United
States would differ than to a petroleum shortage attendant to a major conflict
in the Middle East.
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CHAPTER IV: Strategies

The strategies contained in this chapter are the product of matching:

o The four-phased disruption scenario for each major fuel which is

described in Chapter 111, and

o The actions listed in Chapter IV best suited for application in

each disruption situation.

The actions usually should be implemented in the order in which they are

presented in each of the strategies. The progression of actions begins with

the preparatory steps of situation monitoring and stock buildup, and proceeds

through increasingly severe measures which culminate in the mandatory al-

location of fuels.

The arsenal of regulatory weapons to cope with Phase III and IV emergen-

.ies is large, and the choice of the specific actions rests, in virtually

every case, with the Department of Energy. For these reasons, DOE regulatory

actions are described, in some cases, generically. For example, one action is

listed as "Implement mandatory allocation ...... Within this, DOE has a range

of choices as to how to proceed. The strategies list the range of logical

regulatory choices for these phases, roughly in order of increasing severity.

The real world circumstances of an actual energy emergency would dictate the

DOE choice among the alternative actions.

The right hand column of each strategy is indexed to the section of

Chapter V that defines in greater detail, the p rocedures necessary to imple-

ment each action.
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A. PETROLEUM

P ASE ACTIONS !INDEX PAGE

I Monitor situation closely A- I
Pre-Shortage i DoD Maximize stocks A- 2 28

Keep DoE advised

DoE Provide status information to DoD B- 2 35
Do Maximize storage levels

,Other

All Phase I actions A- 4 30
DoD !Direct conservation of non-operational fuels A- 6

Intensify procurement efforts

1 iSame as Phase I B- 7 30
Mild Shortag DoE Impose federal agency conservation actions B- 8 36

S Urge private sector voluntary conservation

;Other r_

All Phase I & II actions A- 3
Establish specific admin. and facility con- A- 6

servation targets A- 8
Additional procurement efforts to include re- A-15 30

DoD solicitation & waivers to cost & pricing data A-O 28
Examine possibility of operational fuel use A-12 28

reductions C- 7 41
Redistribute stocks as necessary A-16
Selective stock drawdowns/redistribution C-19 32
If shortage persists, request DoE to invoke the

DPA

All Phase I & II actions B-13 30
Encourage voluntary allocation & fuel B-19

I[J switching actions C-14 52
,iuterati. DoE lExplore, and obtain if necessary, waivers to B-18
hortige I environmental regulations B-20 33

!Remove import fees and tariffs C-19 32
'Implement product entitlement progress
Invoke DPA, if necessary

ither EPA waive environmental regulations B-19
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A. PETROLEUM (Continued)

PHASE I ACTIONS INDEX PAGE

+ I

All Phase I, II & III actions tA-14
Submit essential fuel requirements to DoE

DoD
Maintain or increase military readiness
Support Jones Act waivers, where appropriate

All Phase I, II & III actions C-19 32
Continue DPA until other measures are in place C- 6 36

IV Implement mandatory conservation programs C-13 5]
Severe DoE Establish mandatory refinery yield program C- 8 43

Shortage Implement mandatory allocation and price C- 9 45
controls (incl. gasoline rationing) C-10 47

Require production at emergency rates on C-11 49
federal lands C-12 47

Draw down strategic petroleum reserves C-15I 53
Assure that above actions meet DoD requirements C-17 55

Other
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B. NATURAL GAS

PHASE 1 ACTIONS INDEX PAGE

Monitor situation closely A- 1I

DoD Update DoD natural gas contingency plans A- 3
Keep DoE advised

Provide status information to DoD B- 2 35
I Maximize storage levels C-20 56

Pre-Shortage DoE Publish natural gas curtailment plan B- 8 36
Urge voluntary conservation B-13 30
Encourage fuel switching B-16 36
Help states develop contingency plans

Other __

Phase I plus:
Impose natural gas conservation actions and
approve switching to alternate fuel where

DoD possible A-13

Alert DoE/FERC/ERA as appropriate on readi-

ness impact and overall impact

Phase I plus:

TI Impose federal conservation actions C-24 53
Mild Shortage DoE Accelerate production from 1ederal leases

Ban outdoor gas lights I

Authorize imports of LNG

FEMA:
bther NG monitoring (industrial preparedness impact)

Phase I and II plus:
Approve waiver of Jones Act as necessary A- I

DoD Intensify monitoring A- 7 32
Jawbone NG distribution
Present requirements to appropriate state

regulators

Phases I and II plus:
Approve emergency import applications C-23 59
Work with state govt's & utilities on DoD's B-11

behalf
III DoE Reallocate federal royalty gas B-13 30

Moderate Initiate waiver of Jones Act as necessary B- 8 36
Shortage Require fuel switching in utilities B-10

Require conservation actions in the private
sector

i Jawbone DoD NG distributors I
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B. NATURAL GAS (Continued)

PHASE IACTIONS INDEX PAGE

III President prohibits use of NG as a boiler fuel C-22 54
Moderate .ther President declares NG emergency C-21 58
Shortage President approves emergency purchase C-25

(continued) ___________________ authority (interstate/intrastate sales) __________________

Phases 1, 11 & III plus: C-27 32
DOD Request invocation of Defense Production Act

Ifor essential 
requirements

IV Phases I, 11 & III plus: C-27 32
Severe DOE Approve DPA for DOD essential requirements
Shortage Preempt reserve gas in OCS

ther President: emergency allocation of NG C-26 j60
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C. ELECTRICITY

PHASE ACTIONS INDEX PAGE

Monitor situation A- 1
Exhort conservation of electricity A- 3

DoD Update installations' specific contingency A- 4 30
plans

Keep DoE advised

I Monitor situation B-IDoE
Pre-Shortage Advise DoD prognosis B- 4

Other

Phase I plus: A- 3
DoD Mandate electric consumption reduction

jAlert DoE of DoD critical needs

1Phase I plus: B- 8 36
II DoE Urge voluntary conservation in private sector B- 7 30

SImplement federal agency demand restraint
program

Other

Phases I & II plus: A-13

DoD Assess readiness impact of shortages A- 5
Relocate emergency generating equipment

__ as required

Phases I & II plus: B-14 38

Encourage power wheeling between regions/
III grids C- 1

Moderate DoE Seek waivers to burn dirtier fuel at power B-21 39

International initiatives (i.e., Canadian

purchases)
Prohibit/authorize NG as a boiler fuel as

appropriate

Other

DoD Phases I, II & III plus:
Request DPA for essential DoD requirements C-19 32
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C. ELECTRICITY (Continued)

PHASE ACTIONS INDEX PAGE

IV Phases I, II & III plus: C- 2 38
Severe DoE Require power wheeling between regions/grids
Shortage Invoke DPA for DoD essential requirements C- 3 32

Other President: Suspend provisions of Clean Air Act C- 1

r A-21
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D. COAL

PHASE ACTIONS INDEX AGE

Monitor Situation A- I I
DoD Maximize stocks A- 2

Exhort conservation

I Monitor situation B- 1
Pre-Shortage DoE Maximize stocks B- 2 35

Exhort conservation

Other

Phase I plus: A- 6
Resolicit procurements A- 7 32

DoD Jawbone suppliers
Encourage fuel switching

Phase I plus: B-10
II DoE Jawbone suppliers on DoD's behalf B- 7 30

Mild Shortage Implement federal demand restraint program B-13 30
Encourage fuel switching

)ther

Phases I & II plus: A-13
DoD Approve waiver of Jones Act as appropriate A-10 28

Assess readiness impact
Redistribute DoD stocks

Phases I & II plus:
III Initiate action to waive Jones Act B-19

Moderate DoE Request waiver of environmental constraints B- 8 36
Shortage Require conservation measures in private

sector

)ther

Phases I, 1I & III plus: C- 4 I 32
DoD Request conservation of Defense Production

Act for essential DoD requirements A-i0 28
Redistribute stocks

Phases I, II & III plus: C- 4 32
IV DoE Invoke DPA for essential DoD requirements B-13 30

Severe Require fuel switching in utilities
Shortage Authorize natural gas and boiler fuel

-- ,President: Allocate coal C- 5 40
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CHAPTER V: Inventory of Management and Regulatory Actions

A. DoD Management Actions*

Organization

Index Page Emergency Action Authority to Implement

A- 1 Monitor situation OSD, Mil Depts
& DLA/DFSC

A- 2 28 Maximize stock levels DoDD 4140.25 DFSC, Mil Depts

A- 3 Update installation con- DoDD 4170.10 Mil Depts

tingency plans

A- 4 30 Mandate specific conser- DoDD 4170.10 OSD
vation targets for non-

operational energy

A- 5 Redistribute emergency Mil Depts
generating equipment

A- 6* Resolicit procurements Mil Depts (PCS)

A- 7 32 Communicate directly with DFSC

Senior Supplies Officials
(Jawbone suppliers--orally
and in writing)

A- 8% Obtain/authorize cost and DoDD 4140.25 DLA, OSD

pricing waivers

A- 9 Alert DoE/ERA OSD

A-10 28 Redistribute stocks Mil Depts, DFSC

A-ll 39 International initiatives OSD
(NATO)

A-12 28 Drawdown stocks Mil Depts,
DFSC

A-13 Assess readiness impact of Mil Depts,

reduced mobile operations JCS

A-14 Decision to request formal OSD

regulatory action

A-15 30 Limit use of operational Mil Depts

fuels

A-16 Drawdown of protectable Mil Depts,

stocks DFSC

*Actions which require detailed procedures and authority (see Chapter VI).
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B. DoE Manigement Actions

Organization
Index Page Emergency Action Authority to Implement

B- 1 Monitor situation

B- 2 35 Maximize storage

B- 3 36 Intensify fuel situation

monitoring

B- 4 Advise DoD prognosis of
situation (continue with
follow-up progress re-
ports)

B- 5* 37 Increase Elk Hills pro-
duction

B- 6* Accelerate development/
production from federal
leases

B- 7* 30 Implement federal agency
demand restraint program

B- 8 36 Urge voluntary conserva-
tion in the private sector

B- 9 32 Encourage voluntary allo-
cations to priority users

B-10 Communicate directly with
Senior officials of DoD
Suppliers (Jawbone DoD
suppliers)

B-I Work with state govern-
ments, public utility com-
missions, and utilities on
DoD's behalf

B-12* 51 Encourage/require refineries
to switch yields

B-13* 30 Encourage/require fuel switch-
ing in utilities

B-14* 38 Encourage/require power wheeling

B-15 38 Encourage development and imple-
mentation of state operated fuel
exchange programs

*' Actions which require detailed procedures and authority (see Chapter VI).
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B. DoE Management Actions (Continued)

Organization

Index Page Emergency Action Authority to Implement

B-16 36 Assist states, public utility
commissions, and utilities to
develop contingency plans

B-17 Draft additional regulations
and legislation as needed

B-18 Recommend the President lift
import fees and duties

B-19 Seek waivers to environmental
constraints from EPA

B-20* 33 Invoke the Defense Production
Act

B-21 39 International initiatives (TEA)

C. Regulatory Actions

ELECTRICITY

C- I* Suspend Clean Air Act to PL 95-95 The President
allow use of more environ-
mentally unacceptable

boiler fuels

C- 2* 38 Mandate system/grid inter- Federal Power DoE/ERA

connects, order electric Act Section
transfers (wheeling) and 202
allow construction of
temporary facilities

C- 3* 32 Invoke DPA DPA DoE

COAL

C- 4* 32 Invoke DPA DPA DoE

C- 5* 40 Allocate coal PL 95-620 The President
IV, 404

PETROLEUM

C- 6* 36 Implement emergency con- PL 93-163 DoE/ERA

servation plans 203(a)(1)

C- 7* 41 Require adjustment of PL 93-139 DoE/ERA

industry stocks either by 15

distribution or increase

*Actions which require detailed procedures and authority (see Chapter VI).
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C. Regulatory Actions (Continued)

Organization

Index Page Emergency Actions 
Authorit to Implement

PETROLEUM

C- 8* 43 Impose price controls PL 93-159 DoE/ERA

C- 9* 45 Allocate or redirect crude 
PL 93-159 DoE/ERA

oil 
PL 94-163
PL 93-275

C-10* 47 Control petroleum pro- 
PL 93-159 DoE/ERA

ducts

C-11* 49 Decontrol petroleum pro- 
PL 93-159 DoE/ERA

ducts

C-12* 47 Allocate or redirect 
PL 93-159 DoE/ERA

SNG feedstocks

C-13* 51 Issue refinery yield orders 
PL 93-159 DoE/ERA
PL 94-163

C-14 52 Collect oil import fees, 
PL 93-159 DoE/ERA

monitor import volumes

C-15 53 Require production at emer- 
PL 94-163 The President

gency rates on federal lands

C-16" 54 Prohibit use of petroleum as 
PL 95-620 The President

a boiler fuel

C-17 55 Drawdown of SPR 
PL 94-163 DoE

C-18" 36 Ration gasoline 
PL 94-163 DoE/ERA

C-19* 32 Invoke DPA 
DPA DoE

NATURAL GAS

C-20 56 Establish natural gas 
PL 95-621 DoE

curtailment plans 
IV, 401-402

C-21* 58 President's declaration 
.PL 95-621 The President

of natural gas emergency 
III, 301

C-224 54 Prohibit natural gas PL 95-620 The President

ute as a boiler fuel

*Actions which require detailed 
procedures and authority (see Chapter VI).
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NATURAL GAS (Continued)

Organization

Index Page Emergency Action Authority to Implement

C-23 59 Approve emergency import PL 75-688 DoE/ERA

applications Sec. 3

C-24 53 Require emergency production PL 94-163 The President

rate on federal lands Sec. 105

C-25* Approve emergency purchase PL 95-621 The President

authority (inter-intrastate III, 302

sales)

C-26" 60 Emergency allocation of PL 95-621 The President

natural gas II1, 303

C-27* 32 DPA invocation DPA DoE

V. *Actions which require detailed procedures and authority (see Chapter VI).

A2
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CHAPTER VI: Procedures to Implement Strategies',

This chapter contains detailed instructions to implement the various

actions identified in the preceding two chapters. Most of this chapter is

devoted to regulatory actions. Many of the DoD and DoE management actions are

a matter of standard operating procedure and do not need to be detailed. DoD

management action Index A-i "monitor situation" is a good example. The market

analysis of petroleum product availability and price escalations is a normal

monitoring function of the Defense Fuel Supply Center's management process.

DoE management actions need to be completed, however. Each action is numbered

and cross- referenced to specific Chapter V strategies. The numbering scheme

is:

Action Number Type Action

A-I to A-16 DoD Management Actions

B-I to B-21 DoE Management Actions

C-I to C-27 Regulatory Actions

-,'Additional pages for specific actions may be necessary, however. Suggestions

as to additions, format, and content are invited.

FREWhD1 PAiL3 BLANK(-NOTQ FILI&D
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Index A- 2

A-10
A-12

Adjustment of Industry Stocks

PURPOSE: To require adjustment of industry stocks either by distribution

or increase.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973.

PROCEDURES: Standby authorities governing inventory levels and distributions

of stocks become activated if the international crude oil al-

location provisions of the agreement on an International Energy

Program take effect (unless the Secretary of Energy decides

otherwise or at any time by the ERA administrator. The standby

authorities pertaining to industry stocks require that:

o the supplier first meets customer obligations not subject to

an allocation fraction,

o The suppliers are the obligated to supply base period cus-

tomers up to an ERA imposed maximum allocation fraction. The

allocation fraction is the quotient of remaining supply

divided by obligations subject to an allocation fraction

(base period customers),or any other fraction imposed by the

ERA administrator,

o Excess product - the difference between the maximum allocable

supply and the available supply would have to be held in

inventory until a supplier had stored up to 90 days peak

supply or reached his maximum storage capacity,

A-31 
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Index A- 2
A-10
A-12

Adjustment of Industry Stocks
(Lon' d)

o Any excess product remaining after meeting 90-day supply

levels and/or reaching maximum storage levels is subject to

redirection by the administrator to a supplier unable to meet

its supply obligations even with the imposed fraction. if

not redirected it may be used to bring the supplier's base

period supply obligations up to the point where the allo-

cation fraction is 1.0, and

" The product remaining after supply and inventory obligations

have been met -- can be distributed at the discretion of the

supplier subject to certain limitations and provided that the

amount is not redirected by the administrator within 5 days

of ERA's notification of the surplus.

DoD ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION: DOE shall impose mandatory allocation fractions either nation-

wide or selected geographical areas if it feels that this is

necessary for the objectives of the EPAA.

DOE shall reimpose controls on petroleum products previously

exempt from price or allocation regulations if such measures are

necessary to restrain abrupt drawdowns of some or all petroleum

products found to be in short supply.

These regulations are to become effective before gasoline

rationing programs are implemented.
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Index A- 4
A- 15
B- 7
B- 13

Emergency Conservation Plans

PURPOSE: To mandate specific emergency conservation procedures during

energy emergencies.

AUTHORITY: Energy Policy a~nd Conservation Act (EPCA) of 1975 (P.L. 94-163).

PROCEDURES: The President has standby authority to direct the implementation

of energy conservation plans to restrict public and/or private

use of energy. Plans which the President may implement cover:

o Determining allocation priorities among competing requests

from both public and private sectors for scarce, critical and

essential fuel supplies as defined in EPCA Section 104,

o Prohibiting the use of natural gas or oil in major fuel burn-

ing installations necessitating conversion to coal,

o Setting minimum or maximum temperatures in federal buildings,

o Rationing motor gasoline,

o Parking management and carpool incentives, and

o Other mandatory conservation actions aimed at reducing public

and private demand for energy.

DoD ACTION: Secretary of Defense promulgates the President's emergency

conservation plans so as to not adversely impact operational

readiness.
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Index A- 4
A-IS
B- 7
B-13

Emergency Conservation Plans

(Con' d)

Secretary of Defense reports to DOE any shortages of fuel which

degrade operational readiness resulting from implementation of

the priority performance of contracts or orders to meet federal

conservation objectives during energy crises.

Military departments and defense agencies implement energy con-

servation measures and monitor their impact upon readiness.

DOE ACTION: Secretary of Energy recommends Congressional approval to imple-

ment emergency conservation plans which the EPCA authorizes.
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Index A- 7
B- 9
C- 3
C- 4
C-19
C-27

Defense Priority Over Materials and Energy Supplies

PURPOSE: To allocate scarce and critical materials and dnmestic energy

supplies deemed necessary to promote the national defense.

AUTHORITY: Defense Production Act of 1950, Title I, Section 2071.

PROCEDURES: The President is authorized to require that capable suppliers

accept and perform contracts (other than contracts of employ-

ment) which he deems as necessary to promote the national de-

fense, and to allocate such materials and facilities as he deems

necessary for this purpose.

DoD ACTION: Notify DOE of shortfalls in critical or scare supplies and

energy products. Request DOE invocation of the Defense Pro-

duction Act (DPA).

DOE ACTION: Invoke the DPA. To exercise this authority the DOE Secretary

must find that such supplies are scarce, critical and essential

and would not be forthcoming without the exercise of this

authority.
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Index B-20
C- 4

Priority Delivery of Coal

PURPOSE: To establish procedures to invoke the Defense Production Act

(DPA) to require the priority delivery fo coal to the Department

of Defense (DoD).

AUTHORITY: Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended (50 U.S.C. App.

2071). Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-275).

Executive Order 11790, Providing for the Effectuation of the FEA

Act of 1974.

PROCEDURES: DoD will notify the Department of Energy (DOE) that a serious

coal supply disruption has occurred which adversely impacts the

DoD capability to ensure the national security. Thorough docu-

mentation of DoD's case must be made. It should include as a

minimum:

o Chronological narrative description of DoD's unsuccessful

coal procurement actions,

o Coal conservation measures undertaken,

o Feasibility of and actual coal stock redistribution,

o Utilization of alternate energy sources, and

o Mission impact of coal supply disruption.

DoD ACTION: Military Departments and Defense Logistics Agency document

actions outlined in procedures (listed above). Secretary of

Defense notifies Secretary of Energy. DOE Economic Regulatory

Administration evaluates DoD DPA notification. Secretary of

Energy approves DPA invocation.
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Index B-20
C- 4

Priority Delivery of Coal

(Con'd)

DOE ACTION: DOE may order a person to:

o Supply DoD coal that meets DoD's specifications (quality

and quantity), and

o Provide DoD coal in excess of requirements.
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Index B-2

Maximize Storage

PURPOSE: To restrain abrupt inventory drawdowns in shortage situations so

as to allow for an equitable distribution of available supplies

over a longer period of time.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA) (PL 93-159) Section

15.

PROCEDURES: The ERA Administrator can at any time mandate national or re-

gional maximum allocation fractions on some or all products and

order that any excess product be stored to the suppliers maximum

storage capability or until it accumulates to an amount equal to

90 days peak supply with respect to purchasers the supplier has

obligations to. The Administrator's actions can occur without

congressional or executive approval.

These provisions will also be activated when the IEA terms come

into force--when energy consumption for a participating country

falls by 7 percent.

Dob ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION: Monitor the drawdown of industry stocks and project future

demand and supply.
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Index B- 3
B- 8
B- 16
C- 6
C-18

Implement Conservation Initiatives

PURPOSE: To encourage conservation in public and private sector, volun-

tary or otherwise.

AUTHORITY: Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) (PL 94-163), Title

111, Section 202.

PROCEDURE: President sets conservation goals and requires states to have

conservation contingency plans in place. The plans should

impose restrictions on public and private uses of energy.

DoD ACTION: Prepare and/or update contingency conservation plans.

DOE ACTION: Monitor and coordinate contingency plans for the states and

political subdivisions. Plans can be implemented when Economic

Regulatory Administration Administrator has declared a crisis

exists.
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Index B-5

Increase Naval Petroleum Reserves Production

PURPOSE: To increase Elk Hills Production.

AUTHORITY: Naval Petroleum Reserves Production Act of 1976, Title II

PROCEDURE: The Secretary of DOE, with the approval of the President, is

authorized to produce from Elk Hills at a maximum efficient rate

consistent with sound engineering for a period of six years The

President may extend the six-year production period but only by

three years maximum at any one time. Elk Hills pipeline capacity

is planned to reach 350,000 barrels per day.

DoP ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION: Secretary has authority to further explore, devleop and produce

from the reserves to the extent necessary for national defense

purposes.
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Index B-14
C-2

Interconnection and Coordination of Electric Production Facitities

PURPOSE: To mandate system/grid inter-connect, order wheeling and allow

construction of temporary facilities to assure an abundant

supply of electric energy throughout the U. S.

AUTHORITY: Federal Power Act Section 202.

PROCEDURES:

DoD ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION:
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Index B-21.
A-11

Implement International Initiatives

PURPOSE: To take actions necessary to fulfill U. S. obligations under the

international energy program.

AUTHORITY: Energy Policy and Conservation Act (PL 94-163) Section 251.

PROCEDURES: The President must first find that such action is required to

fulfill U. S. international energy program obligations and

declare an emergency. The DOE Administrator has authority under

Executive Order 11912 to reallocate or order actions concerning

any crude or products being produced, transported, refined,

distributed or stored by any person subject to the jurisdiction

of the United States in such amounts and at such prices as are

specified by such a rule. The rule by the Administrator speci-

fies shall remain in effect for 12 months.

DoD ACTION: Monitor supplies of defense contractors and solicit priority

allocation from DOE as needed.

DOE ACTION: ERA could order a U. S. oil company to sell petroleum to a

foreign buyer or participating country according to standby

allocation rules issued May 14, 1979, (44 F.R. 27969).
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Index C-5

Allocate or Redirect Coal

PURPOSE: To allocate coal (and require the transportation thereof) for

the use of any electric power plant or major fuel -- burning

installation to avert major adverse impacts resulting form an

interruption in the coal supply.

AUTHORITY: Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-620),

Title IV, Section 404.

PROCEDURE: The President declares a severe energy supply interruption or

finds and publishes such finding that a significant national or

regional fuel supply shortage exists or is imminent. Any elec-

tric power plant or major fuel -- burning installation may be

prohibited from using natural gas and/or petroleum. As a pri-

mary energy source unless an exemption is granted by the DOE

Secretary. Any order issued under Section 404 shall remain

effective throughout the emergency or for 90 days, whichever is

less.

DoD ACTION: Monitor military power plant facilities and solicit Clean Air

Act suspensions as necessary and/or exemption from the require-

ments of this act, whichever is deemed necessary.

DOE ACTION: The authority of the President under Section 404 cannot be

delegated to DOE although DOE may draw up rules and regulations

in the implementation of any Presidential order under this Act.



Index C-7

Implement Inventory Controls

PURPOSE: To require the adjustment of industrial stocks, either by the

distribution of stocks or by increasing stocks as a result of an

existing or impending supply shortage of any fuel.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973 (PL 93-159) Section

15.

PROCEDURES: The President may, if he finds an existing or impending regional

or national supply shortage of any fuel, require adjustments in

the amount of crude oil, residual fuel oil or any refined petro-

leum products which are held in inventory by persons who are

engaged in the business of importing, producing, refining,

marketing, or distributing such oils or products. The authority

may be exercised through:

o A distribution from such inventories to specified persons or

classes of persons at specified rates of distribution or

level of inventory accumulation or,

o The accumulation of inventories at specific cates of accumu-

lation or to specified levels.

DoD ACTIONS: DoD must make a determination that the use of inventory control

is in keeping with the intention of Section 4(B)(1) of the EPAA

where the national defense is concerned. DoD would then notify

DOE of reasons for requesting this action in a well documented

manner citing actions taken to minimize any disruption and all

other alternative actions.
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Index C-7

Implement Inventory Controls
(Con'd)

DOE ACTION: DOE approves DoD action and forwards the request to the Presi-

dent for approval.
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Index C-8

Price Controls

PLRPOSE: To impose mandatory price controls during emergency energy

shortages to supercede those already in effect at the onset of

the activation of standby authorities.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA) of 1973 (P.L. 93-159)

PROCEDURE: The authority here becomes effective on any or all products when

controls are imposed on any product previously exempted from

mandatory price and allocation rules.

Cost pass throughs of unrecouped costs incurred prior to the day

this regulation is imposed shall not, in general, be recouped

while this regulation is in effect unless the administrator

decides otherwise.

Resellers or retailers may not charge end-users an amount which

exceeds the weighted average of the lawful prices plus a dollar

for dollar additional price reflecting product cost increased

subsequent to the date controls are imposed, plus an amount, set

by the administrator, to reflect increased non-product costs.

DoD ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION: ERA shall determine the weighted average of lawful prices for

each class of purchaser for the specified products.

The administrator shall also establish adjustments to reflect

increased non-product cost incurred subsequent to the base

period.
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Index C- 8

Price Controls
(Con'd)

The administrator may determine the extent to which unrecoiped

costs incurred prior to the reimposition of controls can be

recouped, for certain products.
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Index C-9

Allocate Crude Oil

PURPOSE: To allocate crude oil to refiners at the national utilization

rate so as to ensure that available crude oil be distributed

equitably among refiners during critical shortages in order to

mitigate the adverse economic effects of shortages.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA) of 1973 (P.L. 93-159).

PROCEDURE: The administrator of ERA would implement a crude oil buy/sell

program simliar to the entitlements program currently in effect

for small refiners.

The administrator would have the authority to implement the

standby regulations in phases depending upon the severity of the

shortage. These phases could include:

o Extending the present buy/sell (entitlements) program to

include any refiner with a demonstrated shortfall in crude

supplies rather than just small and independent refiners,

o Implementing standby regulations only for major and large -

independent refiners and continue to use entitlements for

small refiners, and

o Implementing the standby program such that it completely

replaces current regulations and allocates available supplies

to all refiners.

Refiners would be entitled to purchase sufficient crude oil to

permit operation of their refineries at the national utilization

rate, as the administrator determines and also be obligated to
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Index C-9

Allocate Crude Oil
(Con'd)

sell any crude that would permit operation in excess of this

rate.

Refiners with capacity of 50 thousand barrels per day and

otherwise subject to sales obligations if the total reduction in

U.S. crude supplies, as determined by ERA, is 7 percent or less.

DOD ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION: DOE shall assess the severity of the crude oil shortage to

determine to what extent the standby authority will be applied.

The ERA shall compute the national utilization rate to be used

in detemining the purchase rights or sale obligations of re-

finers.
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Index C-lO
C-12

Allocate or Redirect Controlled Petroleum Products

PURPOSE: To provide for the mandatory allocation of crude oil, residual

fuel oil, and each refined petroleum product.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973 (PL 93-159)

Section 4.

PROCEDURES: The President may invoke mandatory allocation of controlled

products when any of the following are being threatened due to

energy shortages:

o The protection of public health, safety, and welfare, and the

national defense

o The maintenance of all public services

o The maintenance of agricultural operations

o The preservation of an economically sound and competitive

petroleum industry, including the preservation of the con-

petitive liability of the small independent refiners

o The equitable distribution of crude oil, residual fuel oil,

and refined petroleum products at equitable prices among all

regions and areas of the U. S. and sectors of the petroleum

industry. The allocation of suitable types, grades, and

quality of crude oil.-to refineries in the U.S. to permit such

refineries to operate at fuel capacity maybe ordered and the

refined products may then be allocated among end users.
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Index C-1O
C-12

Allocate or Redirect Controlled Petroleum Products

(Con'd)

DoD ACTION: Presently, there are only three controlled products--residual

heating oil, motor gasoline, and synthetic natural gas (SNG)

feedstocks.

In the event of a severe shortage of these two products, DoD can

request DOE to recommend to the President to invoke the

Mandatory Allocation Regulations. Detailed documentation should

be cited by DoD.

DOE ACTION: Upon written request from DoD, DOE will make determination if

this action is necessary. If so, DOE will forward recommenda-

tion to the President for action.
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Index C-il

Allocate or Redirect De-Controlled Petroleum Products

PURPOSE: To provide for the mandatory allocation of previously controlled

petroleum products.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-159) Section

4.

PROCEDbRES: The ERA Administrator may at anytime reimpose controls on resid-

ual fuel oil, middle distillates, naphthas, gas oils, jet fuels,

natural gas liquids, aviation gasoline and other previously

controlled petroleum products. These controls would most likely

be called into effect when:

o The International Energy Agreement (IEA) "trigger" mechanisms

are activated -- a 7 percent drop in member countries' total

oil consumption,

o There is a selective embargo causing at least a 7 percent

drop in a member country's consumption during a particular

period, and

o When it is evident that reimposition of controls is necessary

to achieve the objectives of Section 4(b)(1) of the EPAA.

These standby regulations may supercede any regulation already

in effect for currently controlled products such as gasoline.

The imposition of controls could involve:

o National or regional allocation fractions for base period

supplier/customer relationships,
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Index C-1l

Allocate or Redirect De-Controlled Petroleum Products
(Con' d)

o The determination of a new base period,

o Requirements that suppliers store product in inventory, and

o Limitation of utility and refinery fuel uses of kerosene base

jet fuels, middle distillates anid residual fuel oil.

The controls could be used in any combination on either a re-

gional or national basis for a period not later than the last

day of the third full month after controls are imposed unless

otherwise ordered by the Administrator of ERA.

DoD ACTION: Monitor the fulfillment of contracts by defense suppliers and

report to the DOE if shortfalls are evident or imminent. Should

DoD supplier exemption from controls be necessary or should

special considerations for defense suppliers become imperative

for military readiness demands, the DoD should play an active

role in documenting the situation and pursuing priority al-

locations on behalf of defense contractors.

DOE ACTION: Upon written requests from DoD or defense contractors, the ERA

administrator shall first determine if the situation warrants

special treatment and then determine to what extent mandatory

stand-by controls or exemption from controls will be imposed.

r
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Index B-12

Issue Refinery Yield Orders

PURPOSE: To require refiners to produce certain petroleum products found

to be in short supply either regionally or nationally.

AUTHORITY: Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973 (PL 93-159) Section

14, and Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (PL 94-163)

Section 457.

PROCEDURES: DoD will notify DOE that a serious specific petroleum product

shortfall exists that impacts DoD's capability to ensure the

national security. DOE will notify the President.

The President may require the adjustment in the operations of

any refinery in the United States with respect to the pro-

portions of residual fuel oil or any refined petroleum product

produced through such operations.

DoD ACTION: Notify DOE of shortfall of specific fuel in a well documented

manner citing actions already taken to minimize the impact of

the disruption and all alternative solutions to the problem.

DOE ACTION: DOE approves DoD action and forwards request to the President.
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Index C-14

Collect Import Fees

PURPOSE: To monitor import volumes into the United States and its ter-

ritories and to charge license fees to discourage such imports.

AUTHORITY: Presidential Proclamation on Oil Imports (January 3, 1976) as it

amends Presidential Proclamation 3279.

PROCEDURE: all import tariffs were suspended and a system of license fees

imposed on those imports exceeding the maximum level of imports,

from sources other than Canada and Mexico, as defined for each

district of the U.S. and its possessions. Oil imported for the

Strategic Petroleum Reserve is exempt for license fees and is

not included in the allocations for each district for each

district. License fees maybe adjusted by the Administrator of

DOE so as to encourage domestic production for national security

and to increase domestic refinery capacity by limiting the

importation of finished products.

DoD ACTION: Reduced license fees may be obtained for the importation of

finished petroleum products used by DoD.

DOE ACTION: The Administrator of the DOE is responsible for the collection

of fees and promulgating regulations concerning exemptions and

eligibility for reduced fees.
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Index C-15
C -24

Maximize Production of Oil or Gas on Public or Private Lands

PURPOSE: To order maximum production of crude oil on private or public

lands except the Naval Petroleum Reserve lands.

AUTHORITY: Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) of 1975 (P.L. 94-163).

PROCEDURE: The President may order crude oil producti' . at a maximum ef-

ficient rate on Federal lands designated by him during a severe

energy supply interruption.

The President may require production of oil and/or gas at a

maximum efficient rate (as determined by each state or ap-

propriate agency having jurisdiction) on a field other than on

Federal lands during a severe supply disruption.

DoD ACTION: None.

DOE ACTION: DOE shall determine the maximum efficient rate or maximum tem-

porary emergency rate of production for those fields composed of

both Federal and non-Federal lands for which no determination of

maximum efficient rate has been made.
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Index C-16
C-22

Prohibit the Use of Petroleum and Natural Gas
as a Boiler Fuel in an Existing Facility

PURPOSE: To prevent the use of petroleum or natural gas in existing

facilities that have alternative fuel capability.

AUTHORITY: Power plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (PL 95-620)

Title III, Section 302.

PROCEDURES: The Secretary of Energy May prohibit the use of petroleum or

natural gas, or both, as a primary energy source in any existing

major fuel burning installation, if he finds that:

o Such installation has or previously had the technical cap-

ability to use coal or another alternate fuel as a primary

ii energy source.

o Such installation has the technical capability to use coal or

another alternate fuel as a primary energy source, or it

could have such capability without a substantial physica'

modification of the unit or a substantial reduction in the

rated capacity of the unit.

o It is a financially feasibile to use coal or another fuel as

a primary energy source in such an installation.

DoD ACTION: DoD must be aware of the provision of the act so that appro-

priate planning takes place and DoD is prepared if the pro-

visions of this act are invoked.

DOE ACTION: The Secretary of Energy is responsible, by rule, to carry out

provisions of this act.
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Index C-17

Drawdown of Strategic Petroleum Reserves

PURPOSE: To drawdown strategic reserves of crude or petroleum products.

AUTHORITY: Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) of 1975 Title I,

Part B.

PROCEDURE: Definitive procedures for the drawdown of the reserves have to

date not been published. Currently there are over 87 million

barrels of crude stored. Temporary drawdown capacity is now 125

thousand barrels per day with permanent pumping equipment ex-

pected to be in place by September 1979. End of the year pump-

ing capacity is projected to be I million barrels per day. The

current SPR drawdown and distribution plan called the SPR Plan

Amendment is expected to be completed within a few weeks.

DoD ACTION: DoD should be cognizant of the fact that the EPCA provided for a

minimum storage of 150 million barrels of petroleum products as

part of the SPR goal of I billion barrels. To date only crude

has been stored.

DOE ACTION: Completion of the SPR Plan Amendment is first priority. Spe-

cific DOE actions under the Plan are unknown at this time.
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Index C-20

Establish Natural Gas Curtailment Plans

PURPOSE: To provide that interstate gas supplies needed for certain

essential agricultural and industrial uses generally will not be

curtailed.

AUTHORITY: Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA) of 1978 (P.L. 95-621) Title IV,

Sections 401 and 402.

PROCEDURES: Since the early 1970's, demand for natural gas has exceeded

supply in the interstate market, causing pipelines to curtail

deliveries of gas to some of their customers. The Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is responsible for reviewing

a pipeline's curtailment plan, which is used to divide this

reduced supply among its customers.

This section provides that the curtailment priority is appli-

cable only if alternative fuels are not available.

For the purposes of this section, essential industrial process

or feedstock use is defined as any use of natural gas in an

industrial process or as a feedstock which the Secretary of

Energy determines as essential.

DoD ACTION: DoD should be aware that curtailment plans exist and could be

used if some essential defense related industrial process or

feedstock use is adversely effected.
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Index C-20
Establish Natural Gas Curtailment Plans

(Con'd)

DOE ACTION: The Secretary of Energy shall present the rules under sections

401 and 402 pursuant to his authority under the DOE Organization

Act to establish and review priorties for curtailment under the

Natural Gas Act. The FERC will implement the rules prescribed

to establish, review, and enforce curtailments under the act.
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Index C-21

National Natural Gas Supply Emergency

PURPOSE: To declare natural national gas supply emergency to set in

motion the mechanism for emergency allocation authority.

AUTHORITY: Natural Gas Poilicy Act of 1978 (PL 95-621) Title III Section

301.

PROCEDURES: The President may declare a natural gas supply emergency if he

finds that:

o A severe natural gas shortage endangers the supply of natural

gas for high-priority uses, and

o All other alternatives have been exhausted to assist in

meeting natural gas requirements for such high-priority

users.

DoD ACTIONS: If a severe gas shortage affects DoD, either regionally or

nationally, DoD may request that the President declare a natural

gas supply emergency which will allow emergency allocations to

be authorized for high-priority users.

DOE ACTIONS:
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Index C-23

Approve Emergency Natural Gas Import Applications

PURPOSE: To regulate the exportation and the importation of natural gas

from foreign countries.

AUTHORITY: Natural Gas Act (P.L. 75-688) Section 3.

PROCEDURES: No person shall export or import any natural gas to or from any

foreign country without first securing an order from the

Economic Regulatory Administration (ERA) authorizing to do so.

The ERA shall issue such application unless it finds that the

proposed exportation or importation will not be consistent with

the public interest.

DoD ACTION: DoD should be aware of this provision of the NGA for emergency

planning.

DOE ACTION: The ERA will make emergency approvals to export or import nat-

ural gas when in the public interest to do so.
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Index C-26

Allocate Emergency Natural Gas

PURPOSE: To assist in meeting the natural gas requirements for

high-priority users during any natural gas supply emergency.

AUTHORITY: Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-621) Section 303.

PROCEDURES: The President may order the allocation of natural gas to

o Any interstate pipeline,

o Any local distribution company, which is:

- served by any interstate pipeline,

- providing natural gas only for high priority users, and

- in need of deliveries of natural gas to assist in meeting

natural gas requirements for high-priority uses.

o any person for meeting requirements of high-priority uses of

natural gas,

This authority is extended to cover the:

o Allocation of certain boiler fuel gas,

o Allocation of general pipeline supply, and

o Allocation of user-owned gas.

DoD ACTION: DoD must show that

o A shortage of natural gas supplies available exists or is

imminent,

o Such shortage or imminent shortage endangers the supply for

DoD, and

o The exercise of authority under state law where the shortage

exists is inadequate to protect high-priority users.
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Index C-26

Allocate Emergency Natural Gas
(Con'd)

If these condition are met, the DoD will notify the DOE of the

conditions for supply shortfall relief.

DOE ACTION: DOE will evaluate the situation and make a determination whether

emergency allocation authority is justified. DOE sends its

recommendation to the President for approval.
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APPENDIX B

DEFENSE ENERGY PROGRAM POLICY MEMORANDUM

(DEPPM) NO. 80-6

I
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. 0C 20301

M-NPOWER

RESERVE AFFAfRS

ANO LOGISTICS Defense Energy Program Policy Memorandum (DEPPM) No. 80-6

ME2,1ORANDU M FOR DESIGNATED ENERGY OFFICIALS OF THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE, MILITARY SERVICES, JOINT CHIEFS
OF STAFF, AND DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Defense Energy Goals and Objectives

PURPOSE: This memorandum revises and extends bepartment of Defense (DoD)
energy management goals and objectives to the year 2000.

BACKGROUND: Defense Energy Program Policy Memorandum (DEPPM) No. 78-2 of
March 1, 1978, established energy management goals and objectives through
1985. The Department of Defense five year planning cycle now addresses fiscal
years 1982-1986. To assure continued progress in energy supply and conser-
vation, and the degree to which energy technology is supportive of each, a
planning horizon beyond 1985 is required. The goals f6r 1985, 1990, 1995, and
2000 provide guidance against which to program resources and identify research
and development requirenents.

DISCUSSION: Defense energy goals and objectives have been developed both for
installations and mobility operations. Within each of these categories, goals
have been established in two broad areas: These are:

*Energy supply, and
*Energy conservation and efficiency.

A list of goals and the time frame for their accomplishment are contained in
enclosure 1.

POLICY: Department of Defense policies are to become more energy efficient,
reduce dependency on critical fuels, and increase the use of alternative
energy resources while maintaining the training, readiness, and the combat
capability of the strategic and tactical forces. To achieve those objectives,
DoD will maintain a comprehensive energy management program, including the
establishment and updating of energy goals. These goals will be used as
guidelines to develop detailed plans and programs within the military de-
partments that will allow the objectives to be met. Attainment of the goals
is dependent directly upon budget support. Resource requirements to achieve
these defense energy goals and objectives and resources programmed against
these requirements shall be displayed in each yearly program objectives
memoranda submitted to the Secretary of Defense. The format for this sub-
mittal is shown in enclosure 2.

George Marienthal
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Energy, Environment, and Safety)

Enclosures
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FORYIAT VI-J-4.

OTHER ENERGY PROGPA.'IS

($000)

FY 82 - --- 36

A. ECAM

1 Requirement1

2. POM Funding

3. EEP

1. Requirement'
2. POM Funding

C. Solar/Renewable/Geothermal

1. Requirement1

2. POM Funding

D. Solid Fuel (Co~al, W;ood, RDF)

OltI. Requirement1

2. ?0M Funding

-7. S-;-nuels (shale, coal, tar sands, and biomass (includes alo.-hol1))

i. Recuirement
2. 0?,' Funding

Energy 7echnology Demonstration

I. Requirement'
2. POM Funding

undig rquirnen toimplmen enrgy rogams excud~g EC?) hic

Exeuive rqurn t03 iPLemn e569nrg Drogrs ecyudigra EPolich

Memoranda direct.

Enclosure2
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APPENDIX C

Energy Policy Documents

Index

DODD 4140.25 Management of Bulk Petroleum Products, Storage, and
Distribution Facilities, May 15, 1980

DOD 4140.25-M Procedures for the Management of Petroleum Products,
December 20, 1978

DODD 4170.10 Energy Conservation, March 29, 1979
DODI 4220.5 Petroleum Products Imports, June 22, 1979
DODI 4220.6 Control of Petroleum During an Emergency,

September 12, 1963
DODD 5126.46 Defense Energy Information System. April 25. 1978
DOD 5126.46-M Defense Energy Information System, May 12, 1978
DODI 7730.21 Petroleum Reporting Requirements, June 19, 1968
DEPPM 78-2 Defense Energy Goals and Objectives, March 1, 1978
DEPPM 78-4 Department of Defense Energy Awareness Program,

June 28, 1978
DEPPM 78-5 Defense Photovoltaic Program Office Charter,

July 13, 1979
DEPPM 78-6 Assignment of Lead Service Responsibilities for

Energy Technologies, October 2, 1978
DEPPM 78-7 Energy Conservation -- Transportation,

December 15, 1978
DEPPM 78-8 Department of Defense -- Department of Energy Memo-

randum of Understanding, December 15, 1978
DEPPM 79-2 Department of Defense (DOD) Personnel Use of Self-

Service Retail Service Stations, January 29, 1979
DEPPM 79-3 Defense Energy Management Plan (DEMP), April 13, 1979
DEPPM 79-4 Department of Defense Energy Conservation Baselines,

April 30, 1979
DEPPM 79-5 1979 Defense Energy Management Priority No. 1 Fuel

Supply Assurance, April 27, 1979
DEPPM 79-6 DOD Annual Energy Program Management Reviews,

April 27, 1979
DEPPM 79-7 Action Items from the 1979 Defense Energy Program

Management Review, June 20, 1979
DEPPM 79-8 Department of Defense Fuel Support to the United

States Secret Service, June 18, 1979
DEPPM 79-9 Use of Department of Defense (DoD) Fuel Stocks to

Support Non-DoD Consumers, August 8, 1979
DEPPM 79-10 Emergency Building Temperature Hot Water Restric-

tions, September 20, 1979
DEPPM 80-1 Defense Energy Management Priorities for 1980,

December 12, 1979
DEPPM 80-2 Procedures for Reports of Temperature Violations,

December 7, 1979
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DEPPM 80-4 Use of Domestically Produced Alcohol and/or Gasohol
as a Fuel for Motor Vehicles, February 11, 1980

DEPPM 80-5 Defense Short-Term Energy Data Reporting Improvement
Program, April 8, 1980

DEPPM 80-6 Defense Energy Goals and Objectives, June 3, 1980
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APPENDIX D

Energy Management Directory

NAME TITLE AND ADDRESS TELEPHONE

Office of the Secretary
of Defense

George Marienthal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 695-0221
(Energy, Environment & Safety)

Office of the Assistant Secretary (-f

Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs
and Logistics)

Room 3E784, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

William J. Sharkey, Jr. Director for Energy Policy 697-5981
OASD(MRA&L)EES

Room ID760, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

CAPT. Robert Mumford Assistant for Conservation 697-1988
Directorate for Energy Policy
OASD(MRA&L)EES
Room 1D760, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

William F. Vance Assistant for Program Management 697-2500
Directorate for Energy Policy
OASD(MRA&L)EES
Room ID760, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

Edward Biddle Assistant for Petroleum 697-1988
Directorate for Energy Policy
ODASD (MRA&L)EES
Room 1D760, The Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

Ed|ward J. Dvckman Assistant for Technology Application 697-1988
Directorate for Energy Policy
OASD(nRA&L)EES

Room ID760, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301
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NAME TITLE AND ADDRESS TELEPHONE

Office of the Secretary
of Defense

LTC Carl Jeffers Special Assistant for Petroleum 697-2500
Directorate for Energy Policy
OASD(MRA&L)EES
Room ID760, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

Arden L. Bement Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 695-5036
Research and Engineering (Research

and Advanced Technology)
Room 3E114, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

George Gamota Assistant for Research, Office of 697-3228
the Deputy Under Secretary for
Research and Advanced Technology

Room 3D1089, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

Arnold Adicoff Office of the Deputy Under 697-3228
Secretary for Research and

Advanced Technology
Room 3DI089, the Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301

Mortimer Marshall Director, Construction Standards 695-2713
& Design

Office of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installa-
tions and Housing)

Room 3E763, the Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

Department of the Army

Eric Orsini Special Assistant for Energy 697-9030
Office of the Assistant Secretary

of the Army (Installations and
Logistics and Financial Manage-
ment)

Room 3E620, the Pentagon

COL Carson D. Orr Chief, Army Energy Office 695-2179
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff

(Logistics) (DALO-TSE)
Room IE619, the Pentagon

LTC Mike Kampf Assistant for Resource Management 695-2669
Army Energy Office (DALO-TSE-A)
Room IE586, the Pentagon
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NAtE TITLE AND ADDRESS [ELEPHONE

MAJ Richard A. Dacey Assistant for Procedures Systems 697-9749
Army Energy Office (DALO-TSE-P)
Room IE586, the Pentagon

LTC R. V. Bila Assistant for Plans & Operations 695-9795
Army Energy Office (DALO-TSE-C)
Room 1E586, the Pentagon

%AJ Joe Ballard Facilities Energy Program Manager 695-2179
Army Energy Office (DALO-TSE-C)
Room 1E586, the Pentagon

LTC Larry Warner Assistant for Procedures Systems 695-2179
Army Energy Office (DALO-TSE-C)
Room IE586, the Pentagon

Department of the Navy

RAdm Bruno A. Pomponio Special Assistant for Energy 695-4003
Office of Chief of Naval Operations
Room 4B470, the Pentagon

CAPT. Frank L. Filipiak Head, Energy Management Branch 697-6849
Office of the Deputy Chief of

Naval Operations (Logistics), OP-413
Room 4B486, the Pentagon

CDR William R. Mitchum Action Officer for Energy Required 697-6360
Ship and Air

ODCNO(L), OP-413
Room 4B486, the Pentagon

Joe McMillan Energy Program Analyst 695-7445
ODCNO(L) OP-413
Room 48486, the Pentagon

CDR George Boyt Action Officer for Petroleum 697-6360
Requirements

ODCNO(L), OP-413
Room 4B486, the Pentagon

BG Frank E. Petersen Special Assistant for Energy 694-9588
Hq. U.S. Marine Corps
744 Commonwealth Building
Rosslyn, Virginia 20380

Elwood G. Ball Utilities Officer, Hq. USMC 694-1425
Room 640, Commonwealth Building
Rosslyn, Virginia 20380
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NAME TITLE AND ADDRESS TELEPHONE

CAPT T. F. Stillman Director 692-1444
Navy Energy Research and

Development Office
NAVMAT-08E

Staff, Chief of Naval Material
Navy Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20360

CDR J. L. Renzetti Director, Energy and Utilities 325-0102
Branch

Naval Facilities Engiaeering Command
NAVFAC-III

200 Stoval Street
Alexandria, VA 22332

Department of the Air Force

BGEN Garrison Special Assistant for Energy 695-4900
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff

(Logistics and Engineering)
Room 4E278, the Pentagon

COL Charley B. Moore Chief, Energy Management Division 697-1431
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff

(Logistics and Engineering)
LEYF
Room 5B287, the Pentagon

LTC Wayne Lee Branch Chief for Energy Resources 697-8775
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff

(Logistics and Engineering)
LEYF
Room 5B287, the Pentagon

IAJ Grat Horn Energy Management Staff Officer 695-5583

Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff

(Logistics and Engineering)
LEYF
Room 5B287, the Pentagon

Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff

BGEN Edward Honor Deputy Director for Planning 695-1143
and Resources

Office of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff

Room 2D826, the Pentagon

LTC James C. Crump Staff Officer, J-4 (Logistics) 695-5189
Office of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff

Room 2D826, the Pentagon
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Defense Logistics Agency

RADM Edward M. Kocher Assistant Director (Plans, 274-6271
Programs & Systems), DLA-L

Room 3A426, Cameron Station

Charles Morrison Acting Chief, Plans and Policy 274-6321
Division (DLA-LR)

Office of the Assistant Director
for Plans, Programs & Systems

Room 3A410, Cameron Station

LTC Rodger Barnhart Logistics Planning Officer 2-74-7047
Plans and Policy Division
Office of the Assistant Director

for Plans, Programs & Systems
Room 3A348, Cameron Station

LTC Don Adams Petroleum Logistics Officer 274-7985
Executive Directorate, Supply

Operations (DLA-OPS)
Office of the Assistant Director

for Plans, Programs & Systems
Room 4B414, Cameron Station

BG L. R. Seamon Commander, Defense Fuel Supply 274-7401
Center

Room 8A286, Cameron Station

COL Richard Kail Director, Office of Planning 274-7423
& Management

Room 8A216, Cameron Station

Sam Bradshaw Chief, Management Information 274-7334
and Analysis Division

Office of the Comptroller
DFSC, Room 8A235, Cameron Station

Dennis Lillo Environmental Protection Specialist 274-6967
Defense Logistics Agency
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22314

Other Defense Agencies

C. W. Craven Chief, Management Division 274-7288
Defense Contract Audit Agency
HQ, DCAA
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22314

Franklin N. Grove Chief, Supply & Services Division 325-7130
Defense Nuclear Agency
Washington, D.C. 20305
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Herbert Spears Acting Division Chief 692-2744
Defense Communications Agency
MS -230
8th St. & South Court House Rd.
Arlington, VA 22204

CDR Richard Fowler Chief, Engineering & Conservation 325-7132
Division

Defense Nuclear Agency
Washington, D.C. 20305

Jeffrey Rosen Chief, Planning and Resources 697-1823
Defense Audit Service
1300 Wilson Blvd.
12th Floor
Arlington, VA 22209

Dr. Carl F. Romney Deputy Director for Research 694-3035
Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency
1400 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

Donald Loy Facility Management Specialist 695-4620
Defense Intelligence Agency
RTS-GA
Engineering Services Div.
Room 2E236, the Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20310
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